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FOWLER-WILLIAMS WEDDING

Sawing laths at his home in St.

Subscriptions (3 00 per year payable ln Qeorge Saturday, Arthur Harrington
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula had an uncomfortable and even peril
tion and'very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HI8TORV
ous experience. One of the sticks
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 184# In 1874 the Courier wu estab-' caught ln the rapidly moving saw. and
Itshed and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 TTie Free Press was established struck him full in the face. At Knox
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to !
the Tribune These papers consolidated Hospital it was found that he had a
March 17. 1897.
fractured jaw and that six stitches

Rockland Wins Decisive Victory In the Twilight Republican Get-Together At West Rockport Popular Rockland Couple Make Marriage Vows
In Bok Amphitheatre At Camden
League Opener
Had a Dramatic Finish
Ralph Willard Fowler and Carrie bow-knot pin and to the bridesmaids
A summer shower which was as so with credit and distinction, Sena
Janet Williams of Rockland were pearl and rhinestone dress clips.
brief as lt was fierce swept down on tor White said.
After the reception the couple left
The speaker told how the Cleveland married at 4 o'clock Sunday after
this section yesterday afternoon put
for Moosehead Lake where a few
convention went from one climax to
noon ln the Bok Amphitheatre at days will be spent, the honeymoon
ting to rout the 340 or more men and
another: how ex-Presldent Hoover
women who had come from all parts received a greeting which must have Camden, the occasion bringing to trip to Washington coming later ln
of Knox County to attend the Re compensated hlhi for criticism and that beauty spot many invited guests the fall. The bride's going away
publican get together on E. Stewart defeat; and voiced the opinion that and viewed with much interest by gown was a marlnette white knit
Orbeton’s premises at West Rock Farley and all of his Ilk could not hundreds of spectators who stood be suit, with yellow flannel coat and
white hat.
stop Landon from being President.
port. It so happened that the sched
yond the reserved lines.
The issue of today is not Republican
The bridegroom ls a son of Mr.
uled speakers had already addressed vs. Democrat, for the lessons learned
It was the first time the Bok and Mrs. Ralph P. Fowler of 17
the audience, and the chief casualty by the latter party have been cast Amphitheatre has been used for an Myrtle street. He graduated from
Rockland High School and Higgins
tay ln the fact that there was no aside by the New Deal forces. Tlie
Classical Institute and took a course
body left to partake ot the light re Democratic National Convention at
Philadelphia saw present very few
at Colby College. After leaving col
freshments which had been prepared.
of Democracy's leaders of other days
lege he taught at Higgins Classical
Judge Zelma M Dwinal of Camden
In figures which were damning
and Is at the present time bookkeeper
presided over the meeting, recalling Senator White told how President
at the William Underwood packing
ln his Introduction of Senator Wal Roosevelt promised, upon taking
plant. He ls a member of the Delta
lace H White, Jr., that It was 16 office, to reduce governmental expen
Upstion fraternity.
years ago when he first introduced ditures by 25 percent, through the
In the world of athletics Mr.
Rorkland
Flower needs no Introduction.
In
ab r bh tb po a e him as a candidate for Representa elimination of commissions and bu
Dimick. ss ....
High School, prep school and college
6 1 3 4 3 3 1 tive to Congress at Oakland Park. reaus. Instead he has added more
The meeting served as an lntroduc- than 50 major commissions and
Gay. 2b
he starred tn baseball, football and
4 2 115 3 0
Flanagan, c ..
basketball, playing semi-professional
4 2 2 2 7 2 0 tion of two candidates who were not 260.000 persons have been added to
Gray, p ........ .5 2 4 4 0 2 0 so widely known to many of those | the government payroll.
baseball with the Rockland and
What has been the result? A 92
Oattl. 3b
5 1 3 4 2 1 1 present—Clyde H Smith, candidate
Camden teams Between whiles ln hls
Mason, cf .... ...5 0 0 0 1 0 0 for Representative to Congress; and percent increase since 1932. instead of
varied career he has done consider
Ellis, rf .......... .... 5 3 2 2 0 0 0 Lewis O Barrows, candidate for gov a 25 percent decrease. The last Con
able newspaper work.
gress established a new record by ap
Connon, lb ... .5 0 2 4 9 0 0 ernor.
The bride ls a daughter of Mr.
Promising to make another appear propriating more than $19,000,000.French, lf ...
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
and Mrs. Malcolm Williams of
ance in Knox County while the cam 000. The President also told the
Stonington. She graduated from the
43 11 17 21 27 11 2 paign ls • on, Mr. Smith contented county he would give a budget that
High School ln that town, and In
himself with a general view of the would nearly balance, but ln three
Thomaston
1930 received her degree at Univer
ab r bh tb po a e situation, and the tone of his talk years he has shown a deficit of
sity of Maine. During her college
$13.500000.000. He proposed to make She was Miss Carrie J. Williams. I career she managed the basketball
Pelt, ss
... 5 1 3 3 0 1 0 I
America solvent but the estimated
Meel. now. Mrs. Ralph W. Fowler
Moody, cf ... .... 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 a knowledge of political battles.
team three seasons, after injuries
"This ls not an ordinary election I expenditures for 1937 are 196 percent
L. Sawyer, rf. lb 5 1 2 2 1 0 0
had prevented a continuance of play
M. Sawyer, lf ..401120 0 year." said the next speaker, Lewis A j higher than those of 1933. and we are event of this character and an out ing. After leaving college she be
Bucklin, c .... .... 3 0 2 3 12 2 0 Barrows “The paramount question today owing $34,500,000,000 The ac door wedding In June possesses a came a tutor in the Berkshires
Condon, p ....
4 1 2 2 0 5 0 Is whether our form of government tual debt is nearly $40000.000 000 fascination which cannot be des School and for one year was secre
Jealous. 3b ...
4 0 0 0 2 1 0 ls going to be maintained, on whether This means that Maine's share ln
cribed in words. How nearly lt came tary to a lady in Connecticut. For
DeWinter. 2b .... 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 it is to be supplanted by one which round numbers is $220,000,000; that
the past three years she has been
Woodcock, lb .... 1 0 0 0 9 0 0 we have never known in America. Knox County's part is $7.615000 and to not being an outdoor affair, and with the Central Maine Power
Robbins, rf .... 1 0 0 0 0 0 • •Hie New Deal is not for lhe country’s Rockport's part is $454,000. Knox how nearly the carefully laid plans Company, and at the present tune
County’s part ln the last Congres escaped destruction may be judged
welfare.”
is the highly efficient senior advisor
Mr. Barrows voiced the hope that sional appropriation bill is $4,292,000
36 3 10 11 27 10 0
ln the Home Service Department.
from
the
fact
that
only
two
hours
Rockland ... 1 1 0 3 0 1 2 3 0—11 personalities would not enter into and Rockport's part is $255 000.
earlier most of Knox County was She is a member of the Rubinstein
What
is
the
significance?
It
Thomaston
200000010—3 the campaign “It only serves to
Club.
means that this enormous expense submerged by a shower of tropical
Two-base hits, Dimick. Gattl, confuse the Issues," he said.
Out of town guests Invited to re
proportions.
But
"happy
is
thc
bride
When the 88th Legislature con- finds its way into rent, taxation, and
Bucklin. Three-base hit, Connon.
the sun shines on.” and the sun did ception: Mrs. Helen Richan, Ml»
every
necessity
of
life.
"How
long
Base on balls, off Oray 3, off Condon venes 11 w111 have a most troublesome
shine, and the fleecy white clouds Betty Priest. Lewiston; Miss Betty
' 2. Struck out. by Gray 7, by Condon time trying to meet the requirements can housewives meet their budget if
floating lazily across the azure sky Smart, Miss Rose Studnlcka, Miss
It
these
expenses
go
on,"
asked
Senator
10
Umpires, Black and Feyler ' of producing sufficient revenue
made a natural background for a Katherine Ames, Mr and Mrs Frank
will be immediately confronted with White. “It is a hopeless proposition,
Scorer. Winslow.
setting
so beautiful that any attempt Bailey. Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge WUdeflciences amounting to well over and can lead only to disaster. An
at decorations would have been like Hams of Augusta; Mrs. Caroline
a million dollars, and this must come unhappy day has come to America
Knickerbocker. Miss Theora Doe.
In this country there are still unto gilding the lily.
from taxation.”
A three-piece orchestra comprising Waterville; Mr. and Mrs. Olaf
Referring to the matter of indepen 11.000 000 men out of work. Mean
Anderson. Orange. Mass; Mr. and
dent candidates the speaker paid a time a pipe line is carrying Maine's Ruth Harper, violin. Francis Havener,
Mrs Ralph Knight and Miss Knight,
bass
vial,
and
Margery
Taylor,
cello,
fine tribute to the loyalty shown by life blood into some other section.
played prior to the ceremony that Maiden, Mass ; Mrs. Charles L.
Judge SOwinal, one of the losers in j What is the way out?"
the primary contest.
, Literally speaking the way out was most appropriate selection. “I Love Knight and sons John and Charles,
Senator White, who represents the | to the parked cars in front of the You Truly," the chorus being West Roxbury. Mass; Mr. and Mrs.
Knox County voters' ideal ln na- Orbeton premises, for the storm was whistled by Muriel Whitman of | Sydney Davis, Port Clyde; Mr and
Stonington. The entrance of the Mrs Chester Cooper. West Spring[ tional politics got the fine reception then about to break, and the aud
James R. Bancroft, president of the • ent concentrated retail buying seem which is always accorded him in this ence stayed on only long enough to bridal party was to the strains of field. Mass; Mr and Mrs. Everett
American Institute of Finance of inevitable later this summer.
section. He told of Mr. Smith's fine hear the local candidates introduced the Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin. Robbins. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas WllIt was an excellent compaign pre and the recessional was Mendels- j hams, Mrs. Edith Whitman and
"From
a
broad
standpoint,
we
are
service in the Legislature and ExecuBoston, told business men and in
daughter (Muriel. Edward Johnson,
now four years from the extreme lows tive Council, and said: "When he liminary and was watched with in sohn's Wedding March.
dustrialists from all New England
Tlie double ring ceremony was per Mr. and Mrs. Harry Oerrish, Mr.
of the depression." the speaker de- ' goes to Congress he can speak with terest by Chairman Sewall and
Saturday at the 43d quarterly meet dared. “Certainly we have had a ' authority.” Mr. Barrows, who also Treasurer Ham of the Republican formed by Rev. Winfield L. Witham and Mrs Frank McGuire. Mr. and
of the Camden Congregational j Mrs. Tilden Sawyer, 8tonlngton, Mre.
ing ot the New England Council at substantial recovery. That is obvious, served in the Executive Council, did State Committee.
Church, the bride being given ln Mabel Corey, MLss Mildred Delano,
The Samoset, that there will be a But. never before ln the economic
marriage by her father, Malcolm and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oranger,
peak in business activity in July, the history of the United States have we
Williams. Mrs Evangeline Klnchla Boothbay; Mr. and Mrs. Timothy
lesult of the peak government expen failed to exceed preceding normal
of Wellesley, Mass. was matron of Quinn, and daughter Eleanor of
ditures under a $4.800000,000 relief conditions within four years from the
honor, the bridesmaids being Miss Bangor; Mr. and Mrs. Warren
program and the bonus distribution. bottom of a depression.
Jennie Waterman of Petershaun, Southworth. Richard Thayer. Bel"That Government spending is
Mr. Bancroft also predicted, “a subMass. Miss Mary Quinn of iBangor. | fasti And Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
sequent sharp recession in steel pro- ' playing an extremely Important part
Miss Mary McGuire of Stonington. Marshall of Bucksport.
ductlon. a decline in automobile out in the current business recovery is
and Mrs. Hlldegarde Barlowe ot
put, and a let-down from the pres- obvious and elementary. The Gov
Oakland.
ernment's present fiscal year expen
TO HONOR LEAH DAVIS
Charles C. Wotton of Rockland
ditures up to June 15 were $8500 Raymond E. Thurston, former f Mr. Thurston suffered a fractured was groomsman. The ushers were
000,00. a new peace time record, but
Mrs. Leah F Davis of Thomaston,
there are numerous evidences that warden of the Maine State Prison, knee cap. and was injured about the Maynard Wiggin and Judson Flana District Deputy Orand Matron,
we are now at or close to the peak of was operated upon at Knox Hospital face and neck. It was first thought gan of Rockland, Philip Parsons of OES. will be honored Monday night
Thursday, July 2
such spending. This ls an election this forenoon, by Dr. Neil A. Fogg, that he had sustained a fractured Belfast and Francis Williams of by Orace Chapter of Thomaston
St. George Grange Hall
year, but regardless of who is elect- i for Injuries received in an automo- Jaw. but an x-ray taken ln Freeport Stonington.
which will tender her a reception
5.30 to 7.00 o'clock
ed. it seems inevitable that some re- I bile accident at Yarmouth last Fri- j failed to reveal such injury, It was
The bride's gown was white lace, followed by an entertainment and
Admission 15c and 25c
I stated this morning that lt would be with peplum jacket and she wore a dance ln Watts hall.
cession from the current rate of day.
Entertainment In evening, featur
ing Charles Lundell of New York. Government spending will be seen.
The Thurston car was proceed- several months before he would be halo head dress with orange blossom
The commlteee. ln charge of the
Admission 10c and 20c
"How this can develop without a ing toward Portland, when a car able to resume active business.
wreath and white tulle finger tip affair. Mrs Marlon F Grafton and
Auspices Ladles’ Aid
77-78
Miss Carrie Fields, who was also veil. She carried a shower bouquet
resultant recession of the current headed toward Freeport cut out of
Mrs Emma Young, has spared no
rate of business activity it is difficult line after coming over the brow of a an occupant of the Thurston car. of white roses and sweet peas. The efforts to make lt an outstanding
to see. The three big Items in the hill, and crashed into the Thurston escaped luckily, with only minor bride's mother, Mrs. Malcolm Wil success. An especially attractive en
(average corporation expense account car before the driver could get It' bruises and a slight cut over one liams wore a gown of aqua crepe,
tertainment has been arranged All
are now rising; namely, labor costs back in line.
I eye.
and carried Talisman roses. Mrs. Eastern 8tar chapters In the district
raw materials, and taxes. Even with
Klnchla matron of honor, wore char have been invited. Mrs. Davis, a foronly moderate recession in demand. s(nce the summer of 1933 have re- ticed than today. Never has the de treuse green chiffon and carried: mer Rockland girl, was matron of
I am afraid that the increasing pres tarded recovery meaaurably.
sire to get something for nothing yellow roses tied with yellow ribbon (Grace Chapter before earning the
THURSDAY. JULY 2
sure of these three items will narrow
“All past periods of prosperity In rather than to work for it been more The bridesmaids were gowned ln yel-! prefix D D O M. The hour ls set at 8
JIMMY
profit margins perceptibly in the last this country have had their founda prevalent in the land ”
low mousseline de soie, and carried o'clock.
GALLAGHER
half of this year. From an lmmedi- tion in a marked expansion in refl
Allyn B. McIntire, vice president of varl-colored sweet peas with a single
(in person)
ate standpoint, I cannot escape the road (,ui|ding pubuc utility expan the Pepperell Manufacturing Com yellow rose in the center, and fas
As a liner was approaching Athens,
conviction that a conservative atti- sjon construction, shipbuilding, and pany of Boston said the “activities of tened with ribbons to match. The a woman said to one of the sailors,
with his
tude will yield the best results,
so forth. All such activities remain the psuedo-Communists and self- men wore dark coats and white "Can you tell me what that white
TEN-PIECE DANCE BAND
“It is true that political factors depressed.
styled dictators in Washington was flannels, completing a most at stuff is on the mountains?”
cannot prevent recovery but it is
FREE PARKING
"It is trite, but none the less true, definitely hampering business re tractive ensemble.
“Snow, madam," replied the sailor.
equally obvious that political factors to say that the restoration of those covery.
The wedding was followed by a
"That’s what I thought," said the
Although the Council is admittedly reception at "Cllffview Cottage,” woman, "but one of the passengers
conditions upon which past periods
of prosperity have been built requires a nonpolitical organization the Megunticook Lake where the couple Just said it was Greece.”
a balanced Government budget. But speakers were given free rein and plans to spend the summer. Miss
REMOVAL NOTICE
a Balanced budget calls for a re “qualified" their statements.
Ruth Cluff was in charge of the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
striction in Government spending.
guest book, Miss Ruth Clark had
II I had mj life to live again I would
And, because the recovery has been
charge of the wedding gifts, and Mrs. hate made a rule to read some poetry
You'll be delighted with
and
listen to some musk at least once
artificial and subsidized. I do not sec our Permanents. Five.
Beulah Ames assisted in serving the a week.
The loss ot these tastes la a
is now located in
how we can have the necessary re modern methods.
refreshments which consisted of loss ot happiness. —Charles Darwin.
it chicken sandwiches, ginger ale, bride's
adjustment without bringing ln Its I Only the beat in
HOUSE BLESSING
SYNDICATE BLOCK
wake, from an immediate stand- j workmanship,
cake and decorated ice cream.
And bless the hearth and bless tho
material*
328 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
point, some business recession.
board
The groom's gift to the bride was
Perfect
And be the lintel blest;
“An Improved standard of living!
THIRD FLOOR FRONT—ELEVATOR SERVICE
results a pearl necklace and the brides gift Bless the four corners of thia house.
And bless each place of rest;
and a period of real prosperity can
guaranteed. to the groom was a Bristol fishingbless the door that opens wide
All friends and patrons are cordially invited to visit this pleasant
Prices to suit rod. The groom’s gift to the best And
come only through increasing the j
To stranger as to kin:
new beauty shop
everybody.
And
bless each crystal window-pane
total production of industry, not by
man was a key ring and chain, and
That lets the starlight ln:
VOGUE
BEAUTY
SHOP
restricting it, but by harder work, |
bless the rooftree overhead
to thc ushers initial collar and tie And
TELEPHONE 66
And every study wall
84 PARK ST.
TEL. 1123-W
j and greater efficiency and thrift.
holders.
The
bride's
gift
to
the
i The peace of man. the peace of Ood
58tf matron of honor was a rhinestone [ Tht pe#ce
^^X'ouit.ntun
“Never has thrift been less prac- [
This Week's Games

Tonight—8t. Qeorge at Rockland.
were necessary. Dr. A. W. Foss at
Wednesday—Thomaston at Cam
tended him.
den.
♦
Life develops from within. — ♦!
♦ Elizabeth Barrett Browning
*
Thursday—Camden at St. George.
"The modern girl doesn't let a fool
kiss her.” Or a kiss fool her.
Friday—Open date.
Saturday (July Fourth)—at 10
a. m, Camden at Thomaston and
Rockland at St. George;at 3 p. m .
Thomaston at Rockland and St.
George at Camden.
« • • •
CAMDEN, MAINE
The Knox County Twilight league
ON THE
ON THE
was to have opened at Camden Sat
COMIQUE'S
COMIQI'E'S
urday but the weather intervened so
NEW
NEW
the flrst game was nlaved in Thom
STAGE
STAGE
aston Sunday afternoon, victory go
COMPLETE NEW SHOW
ing to the Rockland Gray > which had
Re-Booked By Urgent Request
such tough sledding last summer
In three of the innings the Grays
slammed the ball to all corners of
the field, but in the other six Con
don was pitching what would ordi
narily have been winning ball, and
there was no suggestion of the wild
ness which has sometimes been his
undoing. Gray, himself led the
Rockland
attack.
making
four
straight hits, and he was closely fol
lowed by Dimick and Gattl, who
made three apiece. Dimick made a
nice double, but it was nullified when
he got caught napping off third.
Gatti's beautiful two-place hit came
with two on. The longest hit of tne
day was Condon's triple; driving Ellis
across the platter.
Thomaston's hits, made off Chum
my Gray, were all of the bona fide
type, but were kept widely scattered
except in the two innings when
Thomaston scored.
While it early became a one-sided
contest, there was enough snappy
playing to make it always interesting,
and the crowd had a chance to size
up two of the four contenders in the
Twilight League.
Bucklin, the youthful backstop of
the Thomaston team, wintered well
and is bearing out the promise which
he gave while winning High School
laurels. Another schoolboy to keep
an eye on is Woodcock who ls doing
such good work around the first step-

COMIQUE
WEDNESDAY
JULY1

HARRY

-BtRRYS
TUNKIST
VAMTICf

RADIANT REVUE
GLORIOUS GIRLS
20—CLEVER ENTERTAINERS—20
THREE COMPLETE SHOWS—AT 2.00, 6.45. 8.45
NO INCREASE IN PRICES

ping stone. Felt led the team in hit
ting. with three nice singles.
As now constituted the infield of
the Rockland Grays is a promising
quartet. Connon, Qay. Dimick and
Gattl played it Sunday in a most
satisfactory manner.
Here are a few "firsts'' resulting
from
opener:
First Rockland hit. Walter Oay.
First sacrifice hit, Arthur Flana
gan.
First Rockland man struck out,
Dimick.
First Thomaston man struck out,
Jealous.
First Thomaston hit, Felt.
First two bagger. Dimick
First three-bagger, Connon.
First base on balls. Woodcock.
The score:

HAS RETARDED RECOVERY

Boston Business Man Speaking At The Samoset
So Charged the Administration

Stas in Rocklanl
Will Remain

A FRACTURED KNEE CAP

Open Friday Nigh
And Be

Baked Bean Supper

CLOSED ALL DAY
SATURDAY
Fourth of July
78-79

i

“LAST CALL for
Low Summer Prices”
Prices on D A H Cone-Cleaned
Anthracite will advance July 1st.

Better put in your order today.

77-78

M.B.iC.0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET,

Ex-Warden Thurston Injured In An Automobile
Accident At Yarmouth

TEL. 487

OakiandPark
fencing !

AGNES

:: SIM’S::
NEW LOBSTER GRILL
Shore Dinners, Lobsters, Steaks, Chicken, Sea Food
Under the same manageTnent as Sim's Sandwich Shop
Plenty of Parking Space

Opposte Gulf Service Station

72T-Th-tf

BEAUTY

SHOP

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

That he would grant you according
to the riches of his glory, to be
strengthened with mifcht by his
Spirt ln tile Inner man. —Eph. 3: 16.

Every-Other-Day
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HILTON TOO HOT

c'sBYFishing
1^
RODNEY E FEYLER

And the Vinalhaven Chiefa
Were Forced To Lower
Their Colors

COMMISSIONER — SEA *•* SWORE FISHfPlE

The Sea and Shore Fisheries De-, Captain Bill Wincapaw and Adriel
For President
partment is asking the service clubs U. (Bird, off Monhegan as they flew
ALF M. LANDON
of Maine to serve a special fish , from Boston to Rockland. This school
luncheon at their regular meeting the i was many miles long and several
of Kansas
week of July 20 and to secure some 1 miles wide and was very active.
man in the fish business as the day's
Sardine factories along the coast
For Vice President
speaker if possible. Souvenirs will be I are in operation but the fish supply
FRANK KNOX
provided and these clubs co-operat has not been especially prolific as yet.
of Illinois
ing it will give Us a lot of moral sup The “run" should be starting shortly
port in our campaign to educate the now and with all of the Maine fac
ONCE MORE QUODDY
people of Maine as to the importance tories in operation many hundreds of
of
our fishing industry. Many of the people would be needed to do the
The political funny-business asso
work. Underwood's plant in Rock
ciated with what far and wide has clubs have signified their desire to
land is operating for the first time
participate
and
it
is
expected
that
all
cor to be flippantly alluded to as
in several years and other new
of
them
will
(do
so
the Quoddv Project, is again being
plants have been or will be opened.
The
Department
has
received
an
brought to the front for apparent
There are more weirs than for a long
New Deal purposes. Says Frank inquiry from a Boston man regarding
T. Kluckhorn in a special dispatch a new process for preparing smoke time this season and they are all
broiled haddock. This party is seek needed to taka care of the needs of
to the Boston Herald:
ing financial support to establish a the extra factories.
“Washington. June 28—President plant in Maine. The process is said j An experiment in the propagation
Roosevelt plans to make a final de toy the parties interested to be en- J of scallops is being planned to start
cision as to whether the much de tirely new and practical.
' shortly. Several barrels of seed scalbated Passamaquoddy Maine tidal
A pamphlet recently distributed on; lops from Oeorges Banks will be
power project shall be continued or
permanently shelved on a scheduled tuna fishing, listing over 250 boats' brought in and released on an acremid-July visit to his summer home available far deep sea fishing parties age of ocean bottom in comparatively
on Campobello Island near Eastport.
Me . where construction work has is proving very popular. Several | shoal water where they can be
centered an authoritative source re thousand of these weTe mimeo- ' watched. Many "seeders" have been
vealed today.
graphed and we have a few left We released along the coast during the
“Congress after a stormy fight not shall be glad to supply these pam past year but the results of this work
only refused to honor the President's
request for another $9,000,000 to carry’ phlets and others on groundfish. cannot be ascertained as yet.
The purchase of seed lobsters and
on construction of the project be clams and scallops to those who
gun with $7,000,000 of work relief might be interested We are looking replanting them is receiving a great
funds, but stipulated that no money
deal of approval from all sources.
ahould be used from the new $1,425.- for new fish recipes and ask those
000.000 work relief appropriation for who have original recipes to send Dealers are authorized to touy these
propects that could not be completed them to the Department. We want and pay market prices. They are re
with the sum allocated This barred {olks to eal more Maine fish products leased by wardens and the dealers are
funds for Quoddy.
repaid by thq State out of a special
•The President does not Intend to and are endeavoring to show them
continue” "work on~ the undertaking why and how that they will find this fund made available for this work by
Gov. Brann and the Executive coun
for harnessing the tides of the Bay ■ a worthwhile endeavor.
of Fundy to produce electrical power !
maclcerei season is underway cil. Fishermen are urged to take ad
2 fmVtheVi^^S -d some large catches are reported, vantage of this opportunity to help
work relief fund as he is legally em- Maine coast mackerel are excellent themselves and the industry,
powered to do. it was learned today al this time of the year and dealers
Be sure and eat more fish products
but intends to decide at the project are
with orders from metro- this summer and help us save one of
s^x&y’Sd™ Quod~-'
mar*«‘u °ne °f ihe urgest Maines greatest naturai ec°nomu

Jefferson 4, Vinalhaven 2
Hilton pitching was too good for
the Chiefs at Vinalhaven Sunday.
Jefferson winning by the score of 4
to 2. Hilton struck out 19 batters and
held the Chiefs helpless until the
ninth when they bunched four suc
cessive hits to score two runs. Hilton
then fanned the next three men to
end the game.
Hopkins pitched on even terms
with Hilton until the seventh when
the visitors got four hits which net
ted them three runs. Burns made
three hits to lead the field.
Rockport plays at the Vinalhaven
the fourth of July followed by thc
Boothbay Harbor Tigers Sunday
The latter team is reputed to be
quite a fast team. It is expected that
Baum. Coombs. Anderson and F.
Swanson who have been employed
out of town will return this week
which will strengthen the team con
siderably.

Northampton, Mass., where she is nesota, nnd has been awarded the
Professor of English. Most of her1 honorary degree of Litt. D. by
Bowdoin College and also by her
time lias been spent in England, ln :
Alma Mater, University of Maine.
tile village of Grantchester. near
Cambridge, and she is preparing a
WARREN
book called "This England" a series j
of sketches on English life and
Members of St. George Lodge, j
country, which will probably appear FA.M., will meet at 1.30 daylight
this fall. In spite of her growing Wednesday at Masonic hall to attend
reputation as an author. Mtss Chase
funeral services at 2 o'clock at the
still claims teaching as her main
home of Edward Seavey.
business in life, having followed the
profession from country day school to 1
university and college. She holds a
PhD from the University of Min- |

Which do you call

them... Pants...

or Slacks?

GREGORY’S

ONIONS

facilities be made available to all the report, The number of churches In-

Bell-ans
FOR INDIGESTION

BCUANfi
Mol Wl’M
4ur«R«l«f

COLLEGE PREPARATORY

JUNIOR COLLEGE
Interlace Secretarial Courte

Special Caureee tar Poetgraduatee

Kants Hill oilers to high school
graduates a ons-ysar junior
College Course in Secretarial
Science. Intensive, practical
training in shorthand, typing,
accounting, related subjects.
Not operated ior profit. Free
placement service. Dormi
tories. Write ior information.

Separate academic department,
for more than a century, has
developed the best in boys and
girls. Accredited preparation lor
college and scientific schools.
Commercial course. A variety ol
sports insures good physical de
velopment. Substantial endow
ment permits low rates. Catalog.
Kents Hill, Maine

Idward W. Hincks, Headmaster

FRESH NATIVE GREEN

HEAVY LUSCIOUS

PERRY’S
MARKETS

RIPE

WATERMELONS

PEAS
From Local Farms

ARE
JUST BURSTING
FORTHWITH
GOOD THINGS
FOR THE
GLORIOUS

Jefferson

Hall, lb ..........
Myers, ss ..........
Benner. If ......
Jackson. If ......
Burns, c ..........
McLain, cf ----Hilton, p ..........
Young, rf ......
Mulhern. 2b
French, 3b ......

ab r bh tb
S 0 2 2
5 0 11
3 10 0
10 0 0
5 0 3 3
4 12 3
4 12 2
4 0 0 0
3 111
4 0 0 0

po
6
0
0
0
19
2
0
0
0
0

a
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
2

e
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

38 4 11 12 27 6 0
Vinalhaven
ab r bh tb po a e
S. Swanson. If .. 4 0 11 0 1 0
Lyford, cf ........ 4 0 0 0 0 1 0
Hopkins, p ...... 3 12 2 0 5 0
i Guilford. 2b .... 3 112 4 1 0
Woodcock, ss .... 4 0 12 1 1 1
Erickson, c ...... 4 0 11 11 0 1
_ ,
.
schools ever seen was reported by assets.
Young, rf ........ 3 0 0 0 1 0 0
It is nut difficult to forecast that
_________________________________ Bunker, lb ...... 4 0 0 0 10 1 0
thc conclusion arrived at will be
creased by 569. while the number of C. Anderson. 3b 4 0 0 0 0 3 1
based upon the political outlook in [ children of the State of Maine "
1
The Legion was responsible. Taylor ministers decreased by 554
Maine, as viewed by the Presiden33 2 6 8 27 13 3
The report proves conclusively, Dr.
. .
. ,
, _
.
said, for legislation making aliens inttal eve with reference to the hep8
8
Kieffer avers, that "the church Is Jefferson .......... 00000031 0-4
. • .
eligible for WPA relief work,
tember election.
. _
__
..
. ..
____________
I Gov. Brann addressed the con- neither spiritually nor financially 1 Vinalhaven ...... 00000000 3—2
Two base hits. McLain. Guilford.
LEGION CONVENTION !vention briefly, commending the bankrupt.’’
Woodcock.
Strikeouts, by Hilton 19.
Legion for its flood patrol work and 1
by Hopkins 9. Bases on balls, off Hil
Staples Loses the Command"readiness to meet all such emergton 3. off Hopkins 4. Left on bases.
H
,
r>
rencies.” He deprecated opinions he
ership Fight But Gets a said were held by some civilians that
Jefferson 9. Vinalhaven 7. Umpires,
Shields and Chilles.
Legionnaires were “wasting their
Splendid Vote

bonus money." I have found that
William E. Southard, of Bangor, they are saving it or spending it very
was ele "ted commander of the Maine wisely."
Senator Wallace H White. Jr., was
Department of the American Legion
Saturday, defeating
Hector G. Introduced.
The convention closed Sunday with
Staples, of Rockland. 104 to 85.
a grand parade followed by a pro
Mrs Marietta E. Oreenlaw of Au gram ot drum and bugle corps con
gusta. the only candidate for the test at the Lewiston Athletic Park
office, was elected president to the The yarade. the feature of the con
vention. was a colorful pageant of
Maine Legion Auxiliary.
nearly 3000 marchers and included
It was voted to hold next year's!
** ”T
i 36 bands and drum corps that passed
convention at Old Orchard Beach, ! <____ _
__ t
£__ _ ______ >
through streets that were thronged
thc date to be fixed later by the
the entire route. The Rockland City
executive committee.
Band which headed the Knox County
Ralph Sawyer of Saco. George M.
delegation attracted a great deal of
Presson. H B Oliver of Boothbay
attention all along the line, and was
Harbor. Ray Gilpatrick of Richmond.
conceded to be one of the finest mu
Leroy Carey of Old Town, Roscoe
sical organizations in the big parade.
Constantine of Calais and Eugene
LcBrun of Var. Buren were elected
THE CHURCHES GAIN
vl?e commanders. James K. Boyle cf
Everyone knows what “Pie a la
Waterville was reelected adjutant
mode" means, yet. paradoxical as
and Ramond S. McCubrey. Portland, i Baptists Led Protestant De
it may seem, when a certain local
was reelected finance officer.
nominations Last Year— restaurant changed its sign from
The executive committee includes I
Catholics Largest Body
“Pie a la mode" to “Ice Cream on
Hancock. Lawrence T. Wass. of
Northeast Harbor; Knox. Leslie D.
Membership in churches and re Pie" . . . sales doubled.
Dyer, of Vinalhaven; Lincoln. Wal
ligious bodies in the United States
ter E. Searle. of Wiscasset; Waldo.
Maybe we're calling thr sporl
increased by 670,801 in 1935. accord
Percy Nickless, of Unity.
trousers ‘Wacks" and you're rail
After spirited debate thc depart ing to the annual report of church
ing them just plain pants.
ment voted down a resolution advo statistics appearing in the July issue
cating deportation of aliens who of The Christian Herald. This Is a
These are more than pants though
have been in the United States more
gain of 108 per cent over the 1934
.
. . in fullness ... in style touches
than five years without having ap
membership,
while
the
increase
ln
...
in the carefree hand ... in
plied for citizenship. The resolution,
presented by the York delegation thc country's population was only
the coolness.
and reported unfavorably by the 0.71 per cent.
Resolutions committee, pointed out
AI1 materials
from cotton to
Baptists, with a gain of 163.318 in
the number of persons on relief be
fine flannels.
1935. led all the Protestant denomi
cause of lack of work.
Superior Court Justice Albert Bell- nations. Methodists were next, with
from $1.50 to $7.00
veau, past commander of the Maine 91.069. and Lutherans a close third,
department and chairman of the with 86.088. The largest decrease In
resolutions
committee
declared: membership from the previous year
“Such a resolution Is going too far.” was among the Presbyterians, who
Sport Shirts, $1.00, $1.50
Congregational and
“Thousands of aliens in Maine vol lost 15,374.
unteered for war service." Beliveau Christian churches had 7,941 fewer
said. “You didn't tell them they were members In 1935 than in 1934. and
Sport Sox,
35c
the two bodies of the Evangelical
not wanted then."
"There are ample laws to expel un church, 7.716 fewer members.
Sport Sweaters $2.50 to $4
The Roman Catholic Church
desirable aliens," he said.
Two resolutions adopted favored which is still the largest religious
Sport Everything
continued construction of the Quod body in the United States, with
dy tidal power project and universal total membership of 20.609,302.
service in time of war “in order that gamed 210,793 members during 1935.
It may equalize the economic and Baptists have the largest total mem
physical burden of the people and bership of the Protestant denomina
tend to unify and render more ef tions, with 10,191.607. Methodists
fective any necessary national effort again are second with 9,067.561, and
in that direction."
Lutherans third with 4.568.300.
416 MAIN ST., BOCKLAND, ME.
Thc total contributions for all pur
Others adopted called for “a pro
gressive building problem of adequate poses made by church members ln
armories in Maine; a reasonable al 1935 amounted to $12.10 per capita,
lowance for the widows and children as against $12.07 in 1934, a gain for
of veterans deceased without es the first time since 1930. the report
tablishing service connected disabili says. The thirty-one largest bodies
ties; and allotment of five per cent report property holdings of $2,636,NOW I EAT
of the state gasoline tax Income for 964.492, while the twenty-four larg
est report Indebtedness of $250,970,rural roads.
One deplored "curtailment of 509
Upset Stomach Goes
The country's churches and relig
education facilities"—and urged that
Jn Jiffy with BeU-ans
state officials “utilize every effort ious bodies showed a total gain in
and means available to the end that "adult" members—thirteen years old
proper and adequate educational and over—of 538,800, according to the

[TEXTS

Fresh Picking Dally Await
Your Approval. Order Early

Lowest Possible
Price
FREE PARKING SERVICE
PARK STREET MARKET

PHONE 1234
WE DELIVER THE GOODS

GENUINE SPRING LAMB

Tender, Flavorous. Tasty

LAMB

Whether you plan a glorious picnic or a grand
feast our Markets offer Banging Values that will
add to your fun.
PICNIC

A Feast (or the Family
A Treat for the Pocketbook.

lb 49c

HAM,

SHOULDERS
Cut from Small, Tender

Machine Sliced

Porkers—Mild and Delirious

Sandwich Style

21c lb

BONELESS

FANCY BRISKET

Gilbert Keith Chesterton. 62. dis
tinguished English author and critic,
died June 14 in England, of a heart
attack. “O. K as he was generally
known, completed an autobiography
in April of this year.
Having done occasional reviewing
and had some experience in a publi
sher's office. Chesterton in 1900 pro
duced a volume of clever poems un
der the title “The Wild Knight." It
was Just about the time he definitely
took to journalism as a career and
became a regular contributor of
signed articles to the liberal Journals,
"The Speaker" and “The Daily
News."
From the first Chesterton es-,
tablished himself as a writer with a |
distinct personality, combative, un
conventional, dogmatic, with the re-1
suit that his writings were much [
sought, and were published in 15 I
London newspapers and magazines. ,
He attracted further attention by hls
versatility, his work ranging from |
fiction to fugitive verse and from |
artistic criticism to discussions of j
ethics and religion.
It is said that he was unsurpassed '
in his time ln the writing of force- i
ful. brilliant prose and stirring verse.1
Not even Kipling at this best evermatched him in the militant power
of hls poetry. His prose contains
some of thc most eloquent passages
i in modern literature. One of his I
minor books. "A Short History of '
England" is thrilling in Its beautiful
use of words.
And speaking of his versatility, he
wrote a series of gay and fantastic
( novels which are riotously humorous,
i He followed with the famous Father
’ Brown detective stories, with the
j lovable, meek little priest as the hero.
' He wrote countless volumes of essays,
j and he was the master of the art of
the short essay. His poems will be
admired and quoted generations from
now.
He was a picturesque man. huge,
bulky, with great shaggy eyebrows
and moustache. His appearance and
his infectious laugh shaking hls
whole body, made him one of the
outstanding personalities of London.
He could not pass unrecognized any
where in England.
Always deeply xellgiou$, he was
received into the Catholic Church ln
1922, and speedily became one of the
foremost literary champions of the
church. His later years were mainly
devoted to religious subjects.

Mary Ellen Chase, noted Maine
author, is now abroad on a two-year
sabbatlca' leave from Smith College.

Daily arrivals of Fresh Fancy
Penobscot River Salmon, the
finest obtainable at popular
prices.

SALMON

lb 32c

HAMS,

We have daily shipments of
Fresh Eastern Salmon. Com?
early and make your selections

Whole or Half

CORNED BEEF
25c lb

Native Frying and Roasting

Place Your Order Early

CHICKENS

SSSggiPl-SSjS?

Makes tasty picnic sandwiches

can 15c

HOT OVEN BAKED BEANS
WILL BE READY FRIDAY

can 23c

Order Yours Now!

OCEAN BEAUTY

BOOK CORNER

SALMON

BOILED

Cut to Suit Your Needs

FANCY STEAK SALMON, 1-2 size,

OUR

SELECTED FRESH

RED SALMON,

PICNIC NEEDS
Minced Ham,

2 lbs 27c

Pressed Ham,

ib 19c

Frankforts,

COUNTRY ROI-L

BUTTER,

lb 21<

HOLIDAY VALUES
liuma

CHEESE,

lb 19c

MIRACLE WHIP qt 39c

-SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION -

PUNCH ADE

GRAPE

3bots29c

ORANt.i
LEMON-LIME

Crabmeat,
2 cans 39c
Smok’d Salmon 2 can 31c
Tuna

BEATS ALL

lb 29c

Macaroni and Cheese
, Loaf,
lb 19c

BACON,

VERY TASTY

2 lbs 31c

Chicken Loaf,

NORTH CUTS

2 lbs 67c

ONE BOTTLE MAKES TWENTY GLASSES

Sandwich Spread can 10c
Kippered Snacks 2 can 9c
Underwood's

3 cans 18c

Sardines,
Norma Norwegian

Walnut Hill

Preserves,

1 lb jar 17c

Raspberry. Strawberry

PERRY’S SANDWICH SPREAD,

pint 23c

3 cans 25c

Sardines,
Swift's

SUPER-MIX

PERRY’S MAYONNAISE,

Com Beef Hash 2 cn 25c

pint 23c

Welch’s

Mint Jelly,

2 jars 25c

Peanut Butter 2 lb jar 25c

2 jars 09c

Mustard,

14 oz jar 18c

Sun-Graze

Corned Beef, 2 cans 31c
Underwood's Genuine

Deviled Ham 9c, 12c, 23c
Chan-Ti-Cleer

Chicken,

6 oz can 41c

Whole

Lunch Tongue, 6 oz 19c
SANDWICH SPREADS
KINGAN'S
ARMOUR'S
COLLEGE INN

VEGETABLES

ONE CAN DELMONTE
RED SOCKEYE

RED RIPE

SALMON

Kingan's Pickled

Pig’s Feet,

SPECIAL!

3cans24c

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE
25c lb

K

ONE CAN FANCY

Del Monte Peas
Both 39c
•■FANCY MAINE

eas,

... ■

'eas

TOMATOES
3 lbs 25c

FLA-VOR-ADE
3 pkgs14c

ROCKPORT
OWL'S HEAD

CRESt ENT BEACH
HOLIDAY BEACH

2 tall jars 19c

Olives,
pint jar 23c
Paper Plates, 2 pkgs 9c
Cut-Rite

Wax Paper,
2 rolls 9c
Paper Napkins,
pkg 9c
15 Dixie Cups,
10c

pound 19c

MARSHMALLOWS,

jar 23c

Plain Queen

MANHATTAN
PALE DRY OR GOLDEN

POLAR CUB—FULL QUARTS

SPARKLING BEVERAGES,

G1NGERALE

10c

Order Your Supply for thc 4th

ASSORTED FLAVORS—CONTENTS

' 12 12-oz bots 69c

CHOCOLATE BARS 3 for 10c; 15c bars 2 for 25c

NEW ENGLAND PURE FOOD INSTITUTE
SPECIALS
CAIN’S MAYONNAISE,
pint 29c
OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY SAUCE, can 17c
JUNKET DESSERTS,
2 packages 23c

H

No Charge For Bottles

-----

MOXIE
2 bots 25c
Contents

Listen Tuesdays and Thursdays at 2 P. M.
Station WCSH

DAILY DELIVERIES TO
THOMASTON

Fancy Stuffed

Olives,

IIERSHEY'S

Jello
Ice Cream Mix
2 cans 22c

PICKLES
Dills,
2 qt bots 29c
Sweet Mixed, qt jar 25c

Stuffed

CUKES
6 for 25c

4 cans 25c

pint 19c

Olives,

LETTUCE
2 heads 15c
FRESH CRISP

Nearly jcne

2 lbs 25c

Cookies,
pruit Syrups,

NATIVE ICEBERG

2 cans 27c

Assorted

.Mah/wt

EVERYTHING TO EAT

CUSTOMERS’ APPRECIATION
OFFER

With 20 Tickets Your Choice
31-Pe. Monogramed China $4.9!)
30-Pe. Court Silver Set.
$2.99
One Ticket With Each 50c
Purchase

Every-Other-Day
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WE HAVE ENLARGED THE BARGAIN
ATTIC

Store Closed All Day Saturday, the Fourth—Open Friday Evening

Twenty-five per cent more selling space will enable us to give you
more of the bargains that you like

Famous Barbizon Fitting Slips
America’s Foremost Slip
iPure Dye . . . Pure Silk

«

DEPARTMENTS TO BE ADDED

Sale Price

CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT
MEN’S WORK CLOTHES DEPARTMENT
WASH GOODS DEPARTMENT
TOWEL DEPARTMENT

JULY PROMOTION SALE
Starts Today — Ends Friday Night

Tea Rose and White
Crepe or Satin '
Regular Size and Half Size

Short lengths, irregulars, goods that the New York market have
cut will all be here at real savings

LINEN SUITS

Barbizon Is a line we would
like you to try

FOR THIS SALE!

MARKED DOWN
Reg. $9.75
Reg. $5.95

* * * *

LAWN CHAIRS
Yacht Chairs,
$1.00
Beach Chairs with canopy and foot rest,
2.25
Adirondack Chairs .. . heavy wood, gay colors $2.00
* * * *

TRUNKS
25% Off

WASH GOODS

oman wants

$3.98

$7.50

Values to 39c
PRINTED LINENS
PRINTED BATISTE

I5c

FINE COUNT VOILES

DRESS COATS

SEERSUCKERS

MERCERIZED PAJAMA CLOTHS
LACE NETS

Reg. $29.75 Reg. $1950 Reg $9.75

$10.00 $10.00 $5.00

CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT
S' FINE PERCALE DRESSES

NAVY SILK COATS

All trunks, Steamer or Wardrobe
* * * *

MATTRESSES... INNER SPRING

SPRING SUITS

$10.95

$7.50

A better Inner Spring Mattress with
210 fine coils and handsome cover
ings—

$15.75
Other Mattresses to $39.50

Our regular stock of Service and Chiffon,

DRESSES
Reg $6 95 Reg $9 75 Reg $19 50

$5.00 $7.50 $10.00

mu

v

WORK CLOTHES DEPARTMENT

$5.00

Two fTan Buits . . . size 20

jMf*

Regularly 79c to $1.00

Five only . . . sizes 38 to 44

iFull size or single ... a lovely mat
tress you would expect to pay $15 00
Ior—

f- p.

I’ USE WASH SUITS

$1.00

DRESSES

Do not confuse these with regular 1.00 No-Mends
These are the 1.25 numbers

Sunrise 1.00 Chiffons,

,89
.89
1.69
.39
.39
.69

Men's Khaki Pants,
Men's Work Pants,
Men's Heavy 2.30 Pants,
Boys’ Dungarees,
Men’s Chambray Shirts,
Men’s Dress Shirts,

.85

r79

Ladies' 1.00 Cottons . .. sizes to 44,
Ladies’ 1.50 Acetates . . . sizes to 44,

1.00

HOSIERY

CRA NE COM PA N Y

For This Sale Only
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Walsh
The price of anthracite coal will
Downle Bros.' Circus is exhibiting
CAMDEN
advance tomorrow, SUU time to get ln Rockland today at the usual hours leave today for their summer home at
! In your order.
| and place. A good show.
Mrs. Ada Dyer and Mrs. Evelyn
Birch Island. Casco Bay.
. ■
< Bailey have returned from Brooklyn.
Kenneth H. Morgan left Saturday Yhc former was guest of her daugh
Crockett's Baby Shop will reopen
You will make a mistake if you fail
probably Saturday, ln its attractive to see "Under Two Flags." which is ter Bridgeport to be guest of rela- j ter Miss Louise Dyer. During her
(By Pauline Ricker)
I absence, Miss Hazel Chandler subnew home at 9 Limerock street.
completing its Rockland stay at' tlves.
Rockland Breakwater, June 30.
-------'stitutedas librarian at Camden Public
Strand Theatre tonight.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Leach of
Opportunity
Class
will
meet
at
the
L
j|,
ra
_
Penctoscot View Orange at Glen
JULY
The young man who was bathing ™ *pttot P’rl°rS
n*ht | Mrs Richard Krementz has arrived Taunton. Mass., are registered at The
cove will confer the first and second
Samoset. Mr. and Mrs. Leach enter
1 2 3 4 1 degrees Thursday night. A large at- in Rocky Pond yesterday afternoon
from Newark, N. J., to spend the tained at dinner Sunday evening
had good courage He also had al*“
8 9 >0 II i tendance is desired.
summer ln town.
their daughter and son-in-law Mr.
good campfire nearby.
FOURTH OF JULY ISSUE
15 IS i? 18
Mrs. Joseph Defress of Chicago has and Mrs. Stafford Congdon of 56
officers will take their chairs
21 23 24 25 ! atNew
opened her summer home on Bay j Talbot avenue Tlockland and Miss
the meeting of the Rockland Lions
Because this National anni
If the showers of the past week!
30
31
View street.
Lucy Thomas, Miss Bertha Dary, Mr,
29
versary
falls
on
Saturday,
and
1 Club tomorrow noon, and the mem- have been suggestive of April what
PhUlp
Dugan
and
Miss
Mary
Howard L. White and Mr Harry P.
! bers will receive first hand informa shall we say about the shivery
will be observed that day, The
DaUey
of
New
Haven.
Conn,
are
Thomas all oi Taunton, Mass,
Courier-Gaiette
will
be
published
tion about the district convention at weather this morning? March?
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H.
Friday afternoon. Advertisers,
| Rangeley. Other interesting matters
Miss Ellen Daly, of Rockland. Miss
Wilbur, Sea street.
| will take up the balance of the time. | This week s Masonic Assembly will
correspondents and all other con
Mary Burke of Brighton. Mass, and
tributors arr asked to kindly
_____
i be held at Crescent Beach Pavilion.
Mrs. D. P. Wysong and daughter.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD gVKNTS
Miss Margaret Welch of Boston dined
bear this in mind.
St Oeorge and Rockland will play > Thursday night. Bring your own ple
Miss Margaret Wysong of Port
July 8—Annual lair of Littlefield
Sunday at Thc Samoset.
Memorial Church
at Community Park this afternoon at nic supper to the Oeorge L St. Clair <*
Washington, (N. Y, are guests of
July 15—Rockport—Methodist Church
5.30, it being the second game in the cottage, where coffee will be served.
Fair, at Town hall.
Though work on many WPA pro- members of the summer colony.
Mr and Mrs F E. Stone of Wilm
July 29—Rockport—Baptist
Ladles
Knox County Twilight League Man- j
------Jects concludes tonight. Rockland's j Mrs. Katherine Belyea of Great ington Del., spent thc weekend at
Circle midsummer fair.
July 30-31 — Warren's bl-centennlal ager Rawley is bringing a high class
Yesterday's squall wrought havoc community building, now under con-' Neck. N. Y, is spending the summer! The Samoset,
celebration.
Aug 3—Order of Eastern 8tar Field team from the Harbor, and makes no I with shade trees in general and a structlon, is not directly affected due In town.
i
• • • •
DAugt5G1-can)denF Annual bazaar of Bt. I secret of the fact that he Is out after I large maple on Robert Snow's Fulton to the fact that it is being built The first local game in the Knox! The first yacht of the season to
Thomas^partMi^
Btnn. the pennant. Spofford will probably street property ln particular. No- under a somewhat different set-up County Twilight League will be call at The
Samoset was The
Aug. 12—owls Head—church fair.
be the moundsman for the Rockland body was injured when the tree Thc building agreement calls for thc played at the Trotting Park at 5 30 Capronia with thc ownerMr. Orover
Aug 12-13 — Thomaston — American ~
completion of the structure upon the tomorrow afternoon. Thomaston vs. Richardsand party aboard
I crashed.
Legion fair.
. i Orays.
fulfillment of certain financial con- Camden. Thursday night Camden
—•>
Work is well under way on the new
A famous radio personality, Jimmy
ditions by the old YM C A, board, goes to St. Oeorge.
Golden
Rod
Chapter,
OES.
has
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT
Oallagher. will be present at Oakland
cottage
being built ter Ernest House
controllers
of
the
lot
and
fund.
The
Walter
Simonton
and
family
of
discontinued its meetings until fall
Park Thursday night with hls 10
conditions have been fulfilled and Melrose, Mass., are at Cedar Crest at Cooper's Beach. It makes a wel
July
8
the
annual
school
of
instruc

The stores of this city will re
piece dance band.
come addition to that snug little
tion will be held in Thomaston under work continues though a new project Cabins for a week.
main open Friday night. July 3.
colony.
_____
I
will
be
made
to
carry
through
techHoward
Starkey
has
bought
the
J.
thc direction of Leah Davis, D. D
and rloae all day Saturday, the
Agnes' Beauty Shop, ter a decade |
nically. Title to building and Jot is L. Moody house on Richards Hill,
Fourth or July, arrording to a |O. M The annual field day will be vested in the city.
past located ln the Sentec-Crane Co.
Rockport, and will move there at
held
at
Penobscot
View
Orange
hall
vote of the Mrrchante' Commit
block, has new quarters ln Syndicate I
once.
Aug
3.
tee of the Chamber of Com
I Rent a Maytag Washer for $1 per
building, third floor, front. Tele-1
Rev. C. O. Robbins, D. D., and
merce.
Stores not belonging to
week. McLoon Sales & Service. Tel sister, Miss Elizabeth Robbins of
phone remains the same, 66.
The
new
Islesboro
ferryboat
Oov
the organization have indicated
78-79
Lawrence, Mass, and hls son, Rev.
Brann began her scheduled trips 730. lackland
their intention of doing the same
Douglas Robbins of Lowell, Mass.,
John H. McGrath, who is boarding
between Islesooro and Lincolnville j
as the majority.
78-79
have arrived at Juniper Lodge, Lake
at the home of Mrs. Susie Davis,
Beach yesterday and handled the
Meguntlcook for the summer.
made hls first uptown appearance
situation so nicely that it is under
Mrs. Wallace Bryant and daughter
last week since he underwent hls op
Oeorge W Dyer of the Camden- stood that trips will be made each
Jaenette and Richard Abbott have
eration. He got a greeting that Rockport Club was elected governor hour and one-half, instead of two
returned to Melrose. Mass., after
warmed hls heart.
of the 41st District. Lions Interna hours. The crossing occupies about
spending a few weeks at Lake Me
18
minutes.
One
of
the
first
Rock

tional at Rangeley Saturday, defeat
gunticook.
Crockett's Baby Shop, which has ing Frank A. Tirrell of the Rockland land passengers was Parker E.
I or Your Window Ko\es
Miss Jeannette Ebert returned
been located in the Fuller-Cobb store, Club 40 to 19. Both candidates were Worrey. local manager of the Gen
Sunday to Newark, N. J., following I
is to have the quarters near the cor recognized as excellent timber for eral Ice Cream Corporation.
a few weeks' visit with her parents,
ner of Main and Limerock streets that office, but the election swung on
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ebert.
formerly occupied by John A Black's the fact that Mr. Dyer has been serv
Rockland Townsend Club will meet
Mrs. Alarlc Stone of Boston has ’
insurance office.
ing as district deputy governor, and
at KJ*, hall tonight at 7 30 to elect
opened her cottage at Lake Meguntl- I
had an Intimate acquaintance with
officers ter six months and to trans
cook for the season.
The Mont Trainer restaurant oppo the leading workers ln practically ail act other business that Is Important
A large delegation from this town
of
the
clubs
Ensign
Otis
made
a
site Moor's drug store has been
FLOWER SHOP
to the 420 members now enrolled, j
went
to Lewiston Sunday to attend
leased by John W. Watts, and will be strong presentation of Mr. Tirrell's Owing to a misunderstanding. Rev
the American Legion convention.
TEL. 318-W
conducted by Mrs. Myra Watts and candidacy and it was ably seconded J. Clarence Leckemby was unable to
The Louis Penningtons have ar
Mrs Hazel Flssette, who will make by Walter W. Morse of the Portland broadcast Sunday night, but he ex-1
ROCKLAND
rived from Washington, D. C, and 1 371 MAIN ST,
a specialty of home cooked food, and Club, who formerly resided in Rock pects to have something to say to the
opened
their
summer
home,
Nine’
TO USE GOOD PAINT
food to take out. The restaurant Is land. Strong seconding speeches were people of the Second District next
Miles-From-A-Yeast Cake, on the1
closed while repairs are being made, made ln behalf of Mr. Dyer, one of 8unday night over WLBZ at 5 45 j
'
Belfast road.
the most effective being that of Fred
and will reopen Friday morning.
The local Townsend Club lias not yet
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rice arc guests
Gabbi, former district governor. The
received orders to affiliate with any
' of relatives in Mechanic Falls.
Time
Tested
by
Millionr
of
The pupils of Miss Mabel Lamb new district governor was promptly political organization.
At the recent convention of the
will appear in a piano recital Thurs congratulated by Mr. Tirrell, and will
•x
Satisfied Users
41st
District Lions International held
day night at 7.30, at the Universalist have no stronger supporter than thc
j
at
Rangeley,
George W. Dyer was
Rockland
club.
Dr.
Blake
B.
Annis
Certificates
of
distinguished
service
•
vestry. Also in the program will be
! elected president. The next con- j
a solo tap dance by Dorothy Peter of the Rockland club was elected dis were awarded to a number of Ameri
vention will be held in Bar Harbor.
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
son, and numbers by Sonia Corner trict secretary. The two-minute club can Legion Posts at the Department
The ladies of the Methodist Society
and Ronald Lord, and a violin soloo reports were very interesting, Leon Encampment in Lewiston, and it goes
will
be entertained Wednesday at the
by Miss Caroline Wheelock, a former O. Crockett reporting ter Camden- without saying that Winslow-Hol
home
of Mrs. Bradford Leighton at j
pupil of Miss Lamb. The public Is Rockport and King Lion A. W. Oreg brook Post of Rockland came in for TEL. 14.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Lincolnville Beach.
ory for Rockland. The convention one of them. The certificate is
invited.
Dignified at all times and with
Camden Lodge K. P. met last no variation in thp quality of our
next year will be held in Bar Harbor. signed by Ray Murphy, national com
night.
professional duties, it is not sur
mander; and Frank f!. Samuel, na
One year's supply of Rinso abso
prising that services of the Russell
Carlton
P.
Wood,
principal
of
the
tional
adjutant,
and
sets
forth
that
lutely free of any obligations. Call
A library of photograpns of steam
Funeral Home have become stand
High school, and family are In King- ard.
McLoon Sales & Service. Tel. 730 for propelled vessels that have piled Pe "Winslow-Holbrook Post. No. 1, ren
Incidental expenditures may
field where they will spend the sum vary the choice of the wish of the
details.
78-79
BUY
nobscot Bay and adjacent waters is dered great public service in time of
mer.
family, but the fundamentals of
being gathered by John M. Richard distress by being among the first to
our funeral direction are the same
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Rodgers of
Dr. Mary Reuter, Osteopathic Phy son of The Courier-Oazette staff. furnish emergency relief to sufferers.
for all. The discharge of our pro
West Concord, Mass., are guests of fessional duty is a constant source
sician, 158 Talbot avenue. Rockland. He hopes to eventually have the col Before the community had recovered
PASSENGER—TRUCK
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Howarth,
Me

of pride to ail connected with our
Taxi from Main street upon request, lection and pertinent information from the first shock, this Post had ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT
gunticook street. They are all leav organization.
—adv.
76-78
USED CARS
nearly complete. Any pictures of mobilized its forces, and was serving
ing today ter a motor trip to EastBOUGHT AND SOLD
steamboats, old or new. any size or in the way best adapted to meet the
port and St. John, New Brunswick.
Enroll now for summer instruction condition, will be gratefully received need." The certificate is counter
The ^Ladies of the O A R., have
ln all types of dancing. Ellse Allen Uy Mr. Richardson as well as tips as signed by Department Commander
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND chosen Saturday as the date for the
I CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND
Corner School of the Dance, Rock to where such pictures may be ob Frank E. Southard and Department RANKIN ST,
57Ttf
annual fair.
Adjutant James L. Boyle.
land, Maine. Tel. 670.
75-tf
talned—adv,

TALK OF THE TOWN

WHILE THEY LAST!

Good Tomato Plants
25c doz.

Fuschias

25c, 35c, 50c ea.
“SILSBY’S”

IT’S A PLEASURE
SWP House Paint

_-JR

Sherwin-Williams

L Our Famous Mystery Hose,
.50
Anklets,
.08 and .10
Ladies’ Rayon Hose . . . fine count,
.19
Ladies' Silk Hose,
.29
Men's Hose,
.10 and ,12l$

CHENILLE COATS, $2.98
White and Colors—$5.95 Value

AT A BARGAIN

Is The Moat Economical To Use Ar
rording To Dairy Expert It. F. Equipment For Beer Parlor
Talbot
For Sale

geo. e.

McLaughlin

Maine dairymen have proved that 239 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND. ME.
It is not only practical but econo
mical to use some of their best land
for pastures, according to Richard F.
Talbot, dairy specialist ln the Exten
sion Service. One acre of pasture for
each cow might well be the aim of
the dairymen undertaking a pasture
program. As thc sod is improved
through fertilization and controlled
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
grazing, this amount may be reduced
to one-half or, one-third acre for
each cow in the herd, he recom
mends.
The improved pasture should be
divided into at least three plots
that the cows can graze a week or
ten days on each plot each month.
As fertility Is restored, it Is often
necessary to subdivide the larger
plots to allow proper grazing con
trol.
Mr. Talbot lias recently written a
bulletin on "Improving Maine Pas
tures" ln which he discusses pasture
fertilization, rotation, and manage
ment. Thc bulletin may be obtained
from the Extension Service, Orono,
Maine, or from the county agent.

Atlantic
RANGES

$49.50

DEER ISLC BRIDGE
Deer Isle Bridge took another step
toward realization yesterday with
transfer from the merely "preferred
approved" list to the list for "first
consideration" when the actual
money is distributed At PWA it was
said that some allocations of the new
PWA money may be announced
July 6.

AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange

Atlantic Ranges are available in
Mack and AU Enamel Finishes

EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL 980

BORN
SABIEN At Rockland June 29. to Mr
and Mrs Nelson Sablen. a ion. Avard
Willie.

MARRIED
MENNEI.Y-SPEAR—At Belfast. June 2«,
by Rev Hosea Rhodes. Lawrence Mennely and Miss Katherine C. Spear,
both of Lewiston.
FREEMAN-LA WRY—At Rockland. June
27. by Rev E O Kcnvon Earl Fore
man and Mis, Alice Lawry. both of
Rockland.

S1S-125 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND
47-tf

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE
AND

DIED
SEAVEY—At Warren. June 28. Edward
A Seavey aged 77 years. 10 months. 12
days
Funeral
from
residence.
Wednesday at 2 o'clock daylight.
TOLMAN At East Warren. June 29.
Mason Tolman. aged 85 years. 3
months. 22 days. Funeral Thursday
at 2 o'clock daylight from late
residence.
SCOTT—At Rockland. June 29. Albert
Leonard Scott, aged 19 years. 2 months.
13 days. Burial ln Deer Isle.

FUNERAL PARLORS

RETREAD TIRES

CARD OF TRANKS
We wish to express our thanks and
appreciation to the friends who so
kindly assisted us during the Illness and
death of our sister. Evelyn Ames, and
for the many floral tributes
The Brothers and Sisters

Representatives in all large cities
in tbe United States and Canada

MILLER'S GARAGE

CARD OF THANKS
We want to express our sincere ap- |
predation and thanks to all friends and
neighbors for their repeated klndns^s
and generosity during the Illness and'
death of our husband, father and !
brother.
Mrs Lewis Delano. Leland and Lester

W.H. GLOVER CO.

Necessary To Service

SAVE MONEY!

Russell Funeral Home

Delano, Mrs. Leslie Mai ton,

•

Established 1840
Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants

John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone
450
AMBULANCE
Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on duty.

Day or Night Telephone
450
J61 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
______
20-tf

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

25YEARSAGO
1911

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 30, 1936

Page Fouf

A review from the columns of this
paper of some of the happenings
which interested Rockland and vi
cinity in this month, 1911.

1936

Playing on the Rockland Higa | was the belle. Honors were about
School team of this period were evenly divided between Mrs Monlra
Chtoholtn c. Campbell p. Prescott lb. Crockett Pillsbury and Mrs Oertrude
~ , McIntire.
Rov L. Knowlton had
Kalloch 2b. Healey 3b. Lamb ss. Ful- charge of thc floor
ler C. Perry and Buffum outfield. The
iiajj ln gpear block long ocThomastar. High School players were cupied by Rockland Lodge of MaJameson. Brazier. Hanley, A. Me- sons and Oen Berry Lodge K of
Donald. H
McDonald. Bradford.
re-named Damon Pythian
Shaw, Grobe and Cogan. Camden:na '
, ,,
.. ,
Jacob R Stewart who had kept a
High was leading the league.
fruit antj cjplr slore ln the FarnsProf Baker, the negro vaudeville worth building for 36 years, sold to
artist, was ln the city on his annual r j. Whitney, proprietor of the advisit.
i Joining store.
Harrv B Bradbury leased the J R
Charles Cecil Linnekin. 20. bookStewart store.
keeper for E C. Moran & Co., was
Mrs R H House was in charge of i drowned from the power boat Juanita Richard Arlen, Henry B. Walthall and Ceclia Parker in “The Mine With the
the restaurant at Oakland Park
J near the Trial Course
Iron Door."—adv.
Cecil S. Copping enlisted ln the 22d
Fire destroyed the West End Hotel
Regiment Band
[in Thomaston owned by Capt Lucien
O H (Daddy) Gloyd re-entered B Keen of Rockland leased by O H He was one of the oldest members of Thomaston and died in Knox Hospi
tal. He was 54.
the restaurant business
having Gloyde
the East Maine Conference
bought Lester Snow's place on Lime-1 Sumner E Waldron bought the
Mrs Oeorge F Ayers 79. died at
rock street.
Henry Peterson residence on Pleasant1 her home on North Main street.
These births were recorded:
The school board rendered an, street.
Rockland. May 21. to Mr and Mrs
S
Henry
Oardner
was
transferred
unanimous decision that one session 1 William Farrow retired from the
from Portland to Rockland to assist George A Miller, a daughter—Shirley
was not advisabe for the High School, sailmaking business after having Manager Stryker of the Standard Oil Elmuth.
I. B Simmons was elected build- workedat it for 63 years
Vinalhaven. May 20. to Mr. and
lng inspector Albion S Niles was1 The Knox County League of Third Co
Mrs Parker Wadsworth, a daughter
Orders
came
for
the
closing
of
the
elected assistant engineer of the and Fourth Class Postmasters_electWarren. May 19. to Mr and Mrs
flre department. Fred L Cheyne. ed these officers: Edward Brown Postoffice on Sundays
James 3 McDonald, a son.
Fred A. Smith. Alphonso Rich. Oscar Thomaston, president; Sidney O I John L. Beaton, brakeman of the
Thomaston. May 22. to Mr and Mrs.
M Ellems and Oliver K Ludwig were Hurd South Thomaston, vice presi Limerock Railroad, was knocked Harry Faulkner, a son.
dent; Winifred M Cowing. Spruce i from the side of a freight car by the
elected city teamsters.
Hope. May 24. to Mr. and Mrs
projecting arm of a telephone pole
Mrs Thomas H McLain 75. died at Head, secretary and treasurer
The new Masonic Temple was near the Perry' store at the North- Jethro D Pease a daughter—Olive
her home on Mechanic street.
Ellen.
Everybody was buying a new auto dedicated by Rev Ashley A Smith end No bones were broken but he
Thomaston. May 30. to Mr. and
grand
master
and
other
grand
offi

was
roughly
used.
mobile
Mrs. C. E Johnson, a son—Robert
cers
Edward
K
Oould
presented
E. F. Olover was walking with a
The new canning factory at the Gould.
the history of the local Masonic fra rear of Bird block was completed.
crutch. Stepped on a glass bottle
Warren. May 20. to Mr. and Mrs
ternity
M A Johnson returned from Bos
Isidor Alperin. in partnership with Edwin Heath, a daughter.
The Knox County teachers conven
ton to resume law practice here.
hls cousin. Arthur Weinstein, estab
Waldoboro May 27. to Mr. and
Tlie George Smith homestead at tion was held ln Camden, these offi lished a grocery store ln East Bos Mrs F L. Benner, a daughter.
Rockland Highlands occupied by cers being elected: President, Supt ton.
Waldoboro. May 31. to Mr and Mrs
Mrs Sylvina Coombs was destroyed B F. Packard. Camden-Thomaston:
Cornelius Doherty bought the Lam Lewis Levanseller. a son
by fire
v'ce president. Supt. Tyler M.
Waldoboro. June 3 to Mr and Mrs
Edwin Libby Post had 35 men ln Coombs
Vinalhaven;
secretary- son cottage at Ingraham Hill..
Fifty-four delegates attended the Frank Benner, a daughter
line Memorial Day Fifteen veterans treasurer. Mrs Nancy Trlbou RockWaldoboro. May 31. to Mr. and
State convention of tlie Knights of
had died during the past year Capt. P°rt
,
Frank E Aylward. a member of the
Mrs. Z B Smith was elected presl- Columbus in this city. Edward P Mrs Sprague, a son
Rockland June 9. to Mr and Mrs
Post delivered the memorial address dent of the Women s Auxiliary of the Dunn of Augusta was elected state
Everett Thompson, a son
deputy.
Orand
Knight
T
E
McInnis
Steamer Monhegan had been wld- Y MC A
Rockland. June 7. to Mr. and Mrs
ened in the progress of rebuilding. 1 Adriel F Ulmer. 56. died at Rock- was toastmaster of the banquet.
Abbott L Richardson, a well known Charles R. Fitch, a son.
The fourth annual ball of Rockland 'ar‘d Highlands.
Rockland. June 4. to Mr and Mrs
Lodge of Elks was held in the Arcade
Rev Jesse R Baker. 79. died sud- Northend merchant, was stricken
and led to a lively debate as to who I denfy at his home on Franklin street with apoplexy at a ball game in John C Bridges, a son.

All tk speed you want
>k you cook electrically
wnen
Today's electric range, like the automobile, has been accel
erated to meet present-day requirements.

Electricity is the

fastest thing in the world, and years of engineering research

have finally released this magic speed for cooking purposes.

WARREN

Rockland. May 18. to Mr and Mrs.
Ernest Lindsey, a son.
Rockland. May 11, to Mr. and Mrs
James Curtis, a son—Richmond
Wentworth.
Thomaston, June 5, to Mr and Mrs
A. F P. Hyler, a son
Boston. June 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Robbins, a daughter.
Hall Quarry. June 3, to Mr and
Mrs. O P. Larrabee, a son.
Hall Quarry, May 30. to Mr. and
Mrs Thomas Harkins, a son.
Little Deer Isle, May 22. to Mr. and
Mrs. George E. Snowman, a son.
Little Deer Isle. May 13. to Mr and
Mrs Arthur D Eaton, a daughter
Deer Isle, to Mr and Mrs. Goodwin
P Eaton a daughter.
Washington, May 31. to Mr and
Mrs Willie Weaver, a daughter.
• • • •

jCOURIER-GAZETTECROSS-WORD PUZZLe}

Mrs. Flora Peabody was hostess
Thursday to the Highland Neighbor
hood party at her Crescent Beach
cottage. Those present besides the
11
1 14 $ b 7
3
2
hostess were: Mrs. Edith ipear, Mif.
to
9
8
Alice Mathews, Mrs. Iva McKellar,
-1(1
Mrs. Eleanor Barrett, and Mrs. Nancy
ii
i II
iT"
Clark of this town; Mrs. Mary Fales
')
W
and daughters Betty and Eugene of
IB
19
17
Ib
15
IM
Thomaston; Mrs. Alice Jones of
ii
Rockland, and Mrs. Nina Oregory if
21
20
Olen Cove.
w
25
2b 27
23
Callers Thursday at the home of
_
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Conant were
26
1
&
•
Mrs. Julia Morse, and son John and
i Mrs. Perry of Appleton, Mrs. Bernice
31
Davis and Miss Olive Cargill of this
JM
3b
place.
5T" J
35
A short business meeting of the
1 40
41
39
Woman's Club is called for Thurs
day
at
7:30.
Several
matters
of
im

The marriages performed during
4b
Mi
45
MM
mi
portance must be settled at this time.
this period were
There
will
be
no
program.
4$
Mfe
Rockland. May 16, Jacob Green of
47
I
The general committee and heads
Marlboro. Mass., and Lena Koritzky
si
1
50 51
of committees of the Bi-centennial
54
53
of Rockland
celebration,
will
meet
tonight
Tues

On board Schooner J. R Bodwell.
1
5b
55
May 11, Frank G. Colson and Bertha day at 7:30 at Town hall.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bickford of Flush
Wilson, both of Rockland
•
1- L
57
Rockland. May 20. Edward C. ing, L !• who wintered at Deland,
Walker and Miss Corinne B Valley. Fla., is spending the summer here.
Brown Crockett of Medford, Mass.,
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Warren, May 24, Loring C. Packard
15-Sums up
1—Boll slowly
47-Serlea
was a caller Thursday on several
and Neallie F. ButlPr.
17-Slx
4«_Renda
4-Eveningt
Omaha, Neb., May 25, Franklin Van friends here.
18- Tinge
•-River In Alaska
49- Terminate
Miss Shirley Howard of North
Rensselaer of Omaha and Miss Ruth
19- Blrd home
9-Rub out
50- lndigent
24- Anxious
Waldoboro is guest of her aunt. Mrs.
52-Walk
11-Period of time
Lord, formerly of Rockland
25- A female Titan
13- Peruse
55- Kllled
Rockport. May 31, Anthony E Ford Isa Teague.
(Gr. Myth.)
56- Man's name
14- A beverage
Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. A. Star
and Miss Etta L. Achorn.
26- A gild of merchants
16-Lld
57- Begged
Rockland. June 3, William H. rett, daughter, Miss Helen Starrett
27- Customary
18-Half a score
58- A bearing (Her.)
32- Beseeches
20- Aged
and son Donald Starrelt of Provi
Brown and Bertha M. Ourney.
33- Rave
21- Labora
VERTICAL
Passaic. N J., June 7, Cyrenius W. dence, are occupying their summer
34- A bet
22- Freeze
Crockett, formerly of Rockland and home here for the next two months.
35- A beverage (pi.)
23- Augmented
1-The firmament
36- Narrow thoroughfare
Miss Edith French of Boston ls
26-Pursues, as game
Miss Stella A Smith of Passaic
2- Part of the foot
37- Worthless plant
28- Navigates
Rockland, June 8. Ralph W Ooudy spending the summer with her
39-Wharfs
29- lngredient In bread 3- Perform
grandmother. Mrs. Henrietta French.
and Miss Jennie B Ouptill.
41-Canvas shelters
5-Changes
30- Depart
Vinalhaven. June 7, Oordon Orant Miss French motored here with her
•-Epoch
43- Make amends for
31- A Greek letter
44- Egyptian god
7-Sorrowful
33-Begln over again
of Isle au Haut and Nettie M Oray parents, Mr and Mrs. Lawrence
45- The natural fat
•-Produce
35-Fundamental
of Vinalhaven
French, her sister, Miss Dorothy
10-Choose
50- Soft food for babies
38-Save
Rockland. June 7 Harry D. Phillips French and David Macintosh, all of
51-Grease
40-Excite
12- Part of a plant
13- New aet af men, as 53- Addition to one side
and Elizabeth W. Smith.
42- Family
Boston.
43-Coincide
In a race
of a house
Rockland. June 7. Richard H Britt
Mrs. Joseph Brooks of Waldoboro
54- A pastry
46-Born
14- Frog
and Miss Orace L Harrington.
ls spending a few days with Mrs.
Rockland. June 8. Elmer C. Davis Laura Seavey.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
and Miss Alice L. Lovejoy
Lysander Norwood of Auburn. N.
CUSHING
Rockland. June 5. Charlie H Robi- H . passed the weekend with Mr and
shaw and Florence E. Jones
Mrs. Elmer E. Jameson Sr., called by
Mrs. Ethel Kenney and daughter.
George Cross entered the employ the death of his father Leon O. Nor
Miss Barbara Kenney ot Auburn
of Levi Seavey at Thomaston. Alonzo wood.
have opened their house, The Cedars
Spaulding succeeded Cross at Ever
Wendall Boggs graduated last
for the summer. They are having
ett's hardware store.
week from Marlboro High school with the buildings painted by Vinal Kil
Capt Thomas D. French. 68. died honors.
leran of Thomaston.
in Lincolnville.
Weekend guests of Miss Susan
Oeorge Cooley of Providence ia i
Capt. Thomas P. Simmons died Stevens were David T. Burgh of
guest of his sister. Mrs. Harry Young 1
suddenly in Friendship
Washington, D. C.; his sister-in-law,
Camden High Schbol baseball
j^beth Burgh of Portland, and Mr Young for an indefinite
players of this period were Nash. Al and his niece. Miss Bessie Jackson time.
len. Upton, Stover, Dougherty. Black of Scotland. With Mr Burgh the
Rev and Mrs. P C Wheeloch and
daughter. Carol of Springfield, i
ington Anderson. Cobb and Frye.
party have been visiting several
Capt Dunbar Henderson. 86. of points of interest in Maine, including Mass , are at their home. Gray House
EAST BOOTHBAY
I Thomaston died at Sailors' Snug
for the season They are soon to be
Bar Harbor.
j Harbor
Joined by Mrs Wheeloch's mother.
• • • •
The Monday Club met recently
Hailstones as large as a Seabright
Mrs. Emma Daniels of Malden.
Edward A. Seavey
'
with
Mrs. Charles Hodgdon
hen's egg fell during an electrical
Edward A Seavey, 78. retired con Mass
I Philip Bradbury and Rudolph
storm at Hope and the oldest woman ductor of the Boston Elevated Rail
Miss Fannie Crute of the Winsted Bradbury have returned to Douglas
) in town. Mrs. Eliza Bills had never way Co.,
.'.led
early
Sunday (Conn ) High School teaching staff. Hill after visiting here.
seen anything like it. The tempera morning at his home here after an Is here on vacation during which
Mr. and Mrs Oraham and family
ture ranged from 90 to 97 above.
Illness of several weeks. Funeral time she is having interior painting
Isaac P Starrett. treasurer of the services will be held Wednesday at and other repairs made on her home ot Massachusetts are at their summer
home ln Linekin.
Warren Fire Insurance Co. for 40 2 o'clock daylight from the home.
Miss Avis Maloney, youngest
years, died at the age of 81.
Mr and Mrs Aubrey Call and son
Rev. Howard A. Welch officiating, daughter of Mr and Mrs D L. Ma
^enjamin Maker. 81. was burned to ; Buria,
#t the Achorn
have returned to Pittsfield after
loney of this place, was a member of
death at Wiley's Corner while on
visiting Mr and Mrs. Norman Ful
cemetery. Rockland.
the Waldoboro High School graduat
his way to decorate his wife's grave.
ler.
Mr. Seavey was bom in St. George, ing class. She will return to school
Horace J Tibbetts 66. died sud
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Dodge and
Aug. 16. 1858. son of Capt. Thomas, for a post graduate course this fall,
denly at his home in Rockport.
i family are moving to Damariscotta
and Mary (TruAell) Seavey. As a before training for a nurse.
Oeorge W Eaton was held up at
where they will make their home.
young man he followed the sea He
Miss Belle Orne, R. N, of Augusta
Deer Isle and robbed of $220
Mrs. Simon Emero and son of Line
had served the Boston Elevated Rail passed the weekend at home.
kin spent Friday afternoon with Mrs.
way as conductor, for 32 years, and
Mrs Hattie Ames ls visiting Miss
Lawrence Farnham.
retired 13 years ago, caftie with Mrs. Melba Ulmer ln Thomaston
MATINICUS
Charles Van Horn went Monday to
Seavey to this town which he made
Leon Ames ls at home from Magee !
Newport. Conn, where Jie will be
his home. He was a member of the
Mlss Evelyn Amrs
Island with an injured leg. caused
engineer on a fishing steamer during
TTie death of Evelyn, younsest Boston Carmen’s Union, Joseph while farming on the island at the
the summer.
Warren Lodge FAM.; St. Andrews Erickson estate.
daughter of the late Wilmer and
Mr. and Mrs Errald Sawyer of
Royal Arch Chapter: the Boston
Donald Crute has employment at Sprucewold and Massachusetts were
Isabel Ames, brought heartache to Council RSM; Boston Commandery
the Weatherbee cottage.
recent guests of Mr and Mrs. Ar
the brothers and sisters whose circle K T and of Ivy Chapter O.ES.
Mr.
Mank
of
Waldoboro
was
in
thur Carver.
Surviving
relatives
besides
hls
numbering eight had. during more
town recently with a load of lumber
Miss Elizabeth Cameron of Southwife,
Mrs.
Laura
(Alley)
Seavey
are
than 35 years, been unbroken either
for
the
Barnes
house
which
B.
8. port recently visited Mr. and Mrs
a sister Mrs. Rose S Bond of Hemp'
by death or by serious discord.
Clinton Barlow.
stead. N. Y., and several nieces and Geyer is building.
Upon the death of her mother in nephews.
Mrs. Ollve Rivers and son-in-law,
Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey, Mrs Free
Joseph McCormick of Brighton. Mass man Dodge and Mr and Mrs. Arthur
1923. Evelyn assumed the privilege of
who came to attend the graduation Carver spent last Tuesday with
home maker for her father with
THE “AMERICAN" PARTY
of Miss Avis Maloney were in town friends and relatives in Bath.
whom she had many common Inter
Its Candidates Are Amoco Gaa and Saturday looking up oldtime friends.
Cbngratulatlons are extended to
ests. Thus the home was kept with
Orange American Gaa—The Plat They returned home the following Miss Hilda Bryer who was married
its doors always open to welcome
form
Wednesday to Basil Libby of New
day.
June 8 the "American" Party was
field.
the children, the grandchildren and
Miss Lucy Linekin is at her home
announced.
It
was
non-political
in
whomsoever came within the pale
in Linekin for the summer.
character and had for its platform
of kinship or fellowship.
Mrs. Mahlon Adams has employ
promises that for 26 years have al
In 1933 occurred the accidental ways been performed.
ment at Ocean Point.
drowning of her father since which
Mrs Susan Winant is able to be
June 9 the Republican Convention
time she had made her homc with was keynoted with the "American
Without Ciisad-Aed Tati Jew Oet if M ia
out of doors a short time each day,
lh* Mera>n« Karie' to Ge
the brothers and sisters where she Deal." Naturally the “American’
after being confined to her bed.
Tha llzer ihoald pour oat two pound* of
was gladly welcomed.
liquid bile Into your Dowels daily. If thia bile
Party had no idea of what the Re
la not flowinc freely. your food doasn't d least.
Although physically handicapped. publicans would do. For the“AmeriIt ]uat decays In tho bowala. Gaa bloata up
your stomach. You cut eonatlpatad. Your
Evelyn kept her troubles dark, main can" Party is fostered by the Ameri
WE BUY
whole ayatem la poisoned and you fool aour,
taining a cheerful attitude toward can Oil Company and its candidates
aunk and tha world looks punk.
Laxative* aro only makeshifts. A mere
life and entered heartily and help are Amoco-Oas and Orange Ameri
bowel movement doesn't cot at tha cause It
takas those rood, old Carter’a Little Liver
fully Into the various activities of the can Gas. This advertising and mer
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Pilla to r*t these two pounda of bila flowinc
freely and make you fool "up und up". Harmcommunity from which she will be chandising campaign, in which news
JEWELER
loaa. can tie. yat amaxlnc in raakinc hila flow
greatly missed.
J7» MAIN 8T,
ROCKLAND
fraoly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pilla by
papers will be largely used, will be
name. Stubbornly refuse anythinc aha Me.
The funeral service was sympathet political In its aspect and while non
ically conducted by Rev. Mr. Bous- political in intent, will follow to some
field of the Sea Coast Mission Society extent the Issues of the day. and will
Count it not a day of sadness
run from now until after election.
When my spirit takes Its flight.
The Platform of the "American'
But with thoughts of Joy and gladness
Usher In the breaking light
Party follows:
KATZS'
L^t no paeon sad be sounded.
Let no solemn dirge be sung.
Article 1. To offer honest values,
Juqlt
Let there be no bitter wailing
to Your hotel in BOSTON
honestly described.
And no funeral knell be rung.
OeuWehF-MM*
For when loving friends aud kindred,
Article
2.
To
market
distinctive
Coming for a last adieu,
au aaawa wire tar*
File around my lifeless body
and better products and to work con
Rooms
lw«i«i —M, wtaa
For a lingering, final view,
«<*/*?<> "Tt**
stantly towards their Improvement,
I shall be with other loved ones
Who have crossed the great divide.
Article 3. To sell these products
RADIO
Plucking flowers of pleasant inemoiics
Growing on the other side
at fair prices and to render efficient
SERVIDOR
(Contributed)
service.
TUBS SHOWER
WONDERING WHY
Article 4. To strive sincerely to
(For The Courier-Gazette)
further the interests of our dealers,
Why ls “Gertie" so gloomy
our
consumers and the motoring pub
As her nom de plume suggests?
« NORTH STATION .
“Oily" and "E AC. ’ are happy—
lic by faithful adherence to the above
And I think I know them best.
*< ITtFj/r«atjra«r TRAIN* feyevr ROOM
principles.
"E A C." ls always peaceful;

i

4

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

OLD GOLD

The modern electric element brings glowing,

intense heat into direct contact with the cooking

utensils with a minimum of lost heat.

One tum

of the control switch and the high-speed units

almost instantly respond.

I

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/'
500

I rSK 2r

ELECTRICITY

CENTRAWAAINE
POWEiz^MPAMY

MANOER

"Oily" Is sweet from dawn to dawn.
And I know she likes the grandpas.
For she has one of her own
O. B. Merry
Rockland

Article 5.
stands

on

The

a

American

platform

Party

where

the

promise is always performed.—adv.
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“ONWARD IS OUR AIM”

St, George High Schofll
Graduated Class Of 1 I —
The Exercises

Waldoboro
STAR THEATRE

Mrs. Simon Murphy and Miss
Oloria Bridges of Acton. Mass., are
guests of Mrs. Osborne Welt.
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
Miss Mildred Brooks is employed in
THURSDAY, JULY 2
the Central Maine Power Co. store.
“The Country Doctor”
Mrs. Reginald Monahan is in Port
THE DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
land, guest of her sister, Miss Evelyn
and JEAN HERSHOLT
Genthner.
Matinee 3.00 P. M.
Mrs. Pred Teele of Loud s Island is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Oriana
FRIDAY, JULY 3
Kilton.
“Three On a Trail”
Pred Turner of Portland has been |
WM. BOYl), JIMMY ELLISON
a recent visitor in town.
Miss Jessie L. Keene oi the teach
SATURDAY, JULY 4
ing stafT of Gorham Normal School,
“I Married a Doctor”
and Miss Faye M. Keene, a member
of the faculty of the Ethical Culture
PAT O BRIEN,
JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON
School of New York, are at their
One of the most intensely inter j home here for the summer recess.
esting pictures of the year
Mrs. Rena Crowell attended the ]
meeting of the Republican State Com
SPECIAL—$10 given away each
mittee Friday in Augusta.
Saturday nigiht in three prizes
Delbert Benner has returned from
This week thc 3d prize is $16
77-78
Massachusetts where he had employI ment during the winter.
• • • •
sadness as well, the graduate goes
forth, diploma in hand. It ls a privi
New High School Dedicated
lege to be graduated, but the privi
The dedication exercises of the new
lege should be only a suggestion, a High School building were held !
reminder, a challenge, a spur to Thursday night, attended by a large 1
greater achievements.
representative
of the alumni
citizens.
JEFFERSON
The program included the opening ’
The Baptist Ladies Circle will hold prayer by Rev. Horace M. Taylor, pasa cooked food sale Friday at Bond's ! tor of the Baptist Church; two piano
store.
solos by Mrs. Oretchen W. Simmons;
Members of the Harden Men’s j greetings from citizens. William G
Bible Class, numbering 13, journeyed Reed; greetings from the High
Saturday afternoon to Dover-Fox- School. Earle Spear, principal; greet'
croft to attend a meeting of the Ings from alumni. Miss Jessie L
Federated Men's Bible Classes of ! Keene of the faculty of Gorham Nor
mal School and a graduate of Wal
Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford Jago spent doboro High School; vocal solo. Mrs
Sunday with Mrs. Jago's parents In Mary L Miller; history of the new
building written by Henry P. Mason
Liberty.
and read by Albert L. Shorey, super
Mrs. Jennie S. Tibbetts and daugh
intendent of schools; poems written
ter. Miss Isabelle Choate, are in
by Mr Mason, “The North Church
Boston for a few days' visit.
Speaks," read by Mrs Ruby W Miller,
Mr and Mrs. Forrest Hodgkins and and "The High S.hool Alumnus" by
family passed Sunday with Mrs. Miss Olive Piper. Vocal solos. Mrs.
Hodgkins' parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. Nettie Nicholson; address, Edward E.
T. Johnson.
Roderick
deputy commissioner of

An excellent program was present
ed at the Baptist Churoh in St.
George June 18 when a class of
eleven—four girls and seven boys^-'j
were graduated from the High
School. To the strains of a march
played by Vinal’s orchestra the un
dergraduates were marshalled to the
seats in front by Austin Kinney, and
were followed by members of the
graduating class who took places on
the platform.
A capacity audience awaited what
proved to be an uninterrupted pro
gram. not one of those taking part
having to be prompted Principal
Clayton Hunnewell, and teachers
Charles Rose and Miss Hazel Peero—
together with Supt. F. L S. Morse,
and the school board could not help
feeling proud of the results of their
earnest efforts in behalf of the grad
uating class, both during their four
year course and coaching them forf
the final exercises.
The program had these number^Processional;
invocation.
Rev.
Charles Marstaller (substituting for
Rev. P E. Miller); salutatory. Sylvia
Kulju; honor essay Pred Conway;
class prophecy, Geraldine Sprague;
class will, Herbert Conway; class
gifts, Vernon Hupper; valedictory,
Alvalene Pierson; presentation of
diplomas, Supt. P. L. S. Morse; bene
diction, Rev Charles Marstaller; re
cessional. Music interspersed the
numbers.
• • • •
The class motto was “Onward Is
Our Aim." chosen by Miss Sylvia
Kulju. salutatorian, for her essay.
Miss Kulju extended greetings to
parents, teachers, classmates and
friends ln a sincere and impressive
manner. This welcome was followed
by thoughts of the future, laying
stress on facing fearlessly whatever
tomorrow might have tn store chal
lenging difficulties and opportunities
with the password "Onward," hoping
to reach the desired goal. The clos
ing of Miss Kuljus essay was an expression of thanks to parents, teach- ,
er* and friends, for all they had done |
to make possible the privilege of
graduating from St George High
School
Next on the program, following
musical selections by the orchestra
came the honor essay by Fred Con
way who also chose the class motto
for his theme. Foremost in his
thoughts was the onward spirit of our
forefathers—an inspiration to each
succeeding generation. To illustrate
the motto Mr. Conway talked on
aviation and radio, the progress of
which has bcen remarkable, yet both
are common factors in the world to
day and go hand in hand with each
other. Without radio, aviation would
not have progressed so far

The home of Weston Brown was
destroyed by fire last Tuesday. CCC
boys, with the help of neighbors.
the
ftnd
>n of the
furnUure whlch w on the first

floor, There was very little insurance.
Miss Frances Madden is visiting
friends in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilly and daughter
of Washington. D. C., are at Mr.
Tilly's old home on a visit.
Mrs. Donald Clark has arrived
home from Boston and for the holi
day weekend will entertain friends
from Massachusetts.
Lakeview Chapter, O£S, was
delightfully entertained last Tues
day by Wlwuma Chapter of Waldo
boro. Supper, program and social
hour were much enjoyed by the large
number who attended.
Miss Lillian Nash, assistant super
The class prophecy, always an In intendent of Knox Hospital was hos
teresting feature of a commencement tess to members of the graduating
program, was delivered by Miss Ger class Fridaj’ at her lake cottage.
aldine Sprague, and furnished much
NEW HARBOR
amusement to members of the class
ond the congregation as well. Miss
Mrs. F. E. Penn of Cambridge.
Sprague spoke as of the year 1947.
when she was on a tour, during Mass, arrived Saturday to spend the
which time she had the pleasure of summer at the Gosnold Arms.
meeting her old class-mates. After
Mrs. Robert Duncan and children.
learning the destiny of each since last Nancy. Ellen and Donald of Scars
they met Miss Sprague departed with dale. N. Y.. have taken the Penniman
much regret, but happy at having A House for the summer.
grand reunion.
Mrs. Minot Little has employment
To Herbert Conway was assigned at Chickadee Lodge.
the class will in which he disposed
Mrs Carol N Cisler. house mother j
of all the property of the class in a
at Smith College, arrived last Tues
humorous manner, making the un
day at the Gosnold Arms where she
dergraduates happy at receiving the
will be manager for the summer.
many bequests from "superiors (?)"
Mrs. Ada Flagg and daughter Re
TTie presentation of class gifts wa*
by Vemon Hupper and as usual, becca of Springfield. Mass., are here
furnished much merriment each for the season.
Miss Geraldine Gifford has em
member of the class appreciating his
ployment at McFarland's grocery.
appropriate gift.
Lastly came the Valedictory ad
Elmer Woodside of South Portland
dress by Miss Alvalene Pierson in an was a caller last Tuesday at ,M P.
impressive manner. Referring to the McFarland's.
four years of associations together, in
David Stiles of Andover. Mass, is
work and play, it became Miss Pier guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. McFar
son's duty also to speak of their de land until the arrival of his parents
parture. the good-bye to teachers, su tomorrow at the Smith cottage.
perintendent and school board and
Mrs M. B Ross. Thomas Ralston
express appreciation of all their Ef and George Ralston motored last
forts during the last four years and Tuesday to Bar Harbor and enjoyed
their encouragement for the future, the ride up Cadillac Mountain. Mrs
• • • •
Quoting Mtss Pierson: “Not what Ross will spend July at her cottage
here.
we gain, but what we give, that meas
Mrs. Ellen C. Richardson, house
ures the worth of the life we live,
mother at Phillips Exeter Academy,
trying to go forward with a spirit of
service to all mankind and a loyalty and daughter Anne arrived Wednes
day to pass the summer at the
and devotion to our High School—
the scene of our happiest days We Savage cottage.
Carl Olfford will go to Monhegan
hope that in the future It may -be
Friday and there ship as one of the
said of the class of 1936—‘they have
progress which shall stand for time crew with Capt. Raymod Chadwick.
Paris Feltis of remaquld has em
built one more step in the ladder of
ployment
at Rudolph Shea's cottage
eternal .” Miss Pierson in behalf ol
Miss Aarolyn Gilbert is spending a
the class bade farewell to St. George
High School with a final poem "Vale week in Damariscotta as guest of her
sister Mrs. Fred Huntley.
dictory."
Misses Edha Boynton and Virginia
Other members of the class wen
Richardson
have been visiting Miss
Alice Breen. Theodore Caddy, Albert
Polky. Milton Chadwick and Archie Lorraine Richardson on Monhegan.
MacLaughlln.
Supt. F. L. S Morse awarded the
SELECT BARRE GRANITE
diplomas, congratulating them off
their four years' work and also bn
of Inert qua’iIv and workmanship DIRECT TO YOU
the exercises of the evening.
FROM OUR FLANT IN VERMONT. Bend for
Following the benediction and con catalogue showing all New and Latest Design*.
gratulations a ball was held in I. O. KINSMAN O MILLS, INC.
ESTABLISHED 1SU
O. F. hall.
.
RUTLAND. VERMONT
“With a happy smile, a song, of Wi||*M,
Wanted, preferably with cemetery
....
•
•or funeral eiperienoe.
gladness ln hls heart, and a touch of

TREMONT

WALDOBORO

IS FEATURING

THIS WEEK

CAIN'S

JUNE29-JULY25'
MARTINSVILLE

outperforms
//

MT ''1200 CftR
R- P- *•* MLAMMA CITY

SAYS

and
ht a fee ach-e ns*

,

Owner after owner writes in to express delight and amazement
at Pontiac’s special combination of very low price with all the
qualities formerly found only in coatly cars. There’s no mystery
about it — Pontiac gives fine car results because every Pontiac
feature is the finest money can buy. We left out nothing when
we built this Silver Streaked beauty. You miss out on nothing
when you drive it. Prove it with a ride.
•One oi 11,000 Pontiac owners who recently have written voluntary
lettera of praise about their cars. No paid testimonials/

MONUMENTS

C. W. HOPKINS,

SOUTH WARREN

Rev. Roy W. Moody is on a month's
Mrs. Mina Rines who has been with
vacation, and with Mrs Moody mo Mrs. Rosa Cutting for some weeks,
tored to New Harbor for a day with ls at the home of Minnie Ludwig.
friends, then on to Boston to spend Beechwoods street. Thomaston.
some time With his mother in Mal
Mr. and Mrs M P. Orne attended
den, and Mrs. Moody's • mother in the recent funeral services for Mrs.
Mattapan, Mass.
Ella Cook ln Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Nelson and
Mrs. Maynard Waltz and son of
sons Lewis and Leslie and Mrs. Ben- Keene. N. H., and Mrs. V. A. Rokes
son of Somerville. Man., arrived this 0, Warren called
on relaUves
week for the summer. They are at here.
the Latty cottage.
Brisk chimney fires at the homes
Mr and Mrs. Robert Rich have of K. C Pales and Earle Miller
returned home from East Greenwich i caused excitement here recently. The
R. I., where Mr. Rich has had em chemical was called to subdue the
ployment.
fire at the latter place.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Gregory and
A successful and profitable dally va
cation Bible School of two weeks son of Vermont are guests of Mr. and
closed recently. The classes were ln Mrs. Ira Perry at their cottage at
charge of Rev. Mr. Moody, assisted by South Pond.
Moody, Marilyn Benson and j Mrs Olive Fales accompanied Mrs
| others.
Ora Woodcock and Mrs. Edna Young
Among summer arrivals are: Mr 1° Lewiston Friday to attend the Le, and Mrs Walter Finlay and family k‘on Convention They were deleI of New Rochelle, N Y. at their cot- Kates from Wllllams-Brazler Post
tage “Oray Rocks;" Mr. and Mrs. Auxiliary of Thomaston.
I Roscoe Ingalls and family of Pelham,
-----------------N Y, at Ingalls shore; Mrs Morey
BELFAST a
I of Baltimore at her Nut Brown cot- [
----I tage; Miss Elizabeth Panning of1 Rev R R. Clark of Cleveland
Flushing, Long Island; and Miss , Tenn., will speak at the Church of
Baldwin of Washington. D C. at her Ood Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursdav
apartment ln Mrs Vesta Oott's home and Friday nights He then goes to
Mrs Herbert Worster (Edna Ben Appleton to take charge of a music
son I and son James of Ashville. N. C. school for two months. Dr Clark, a
are here to spend the summer with college professor of ability and ex
perience. has held large audiences In
her mother Mrs James Benson
Miss Ruth Wallace has returned to Portland for the last month.

Mr and Mrs Oeorge B. Oee of
Belmont. Mass. have arrived at their
cottage The Huse family of Bel
mont, will occupy a cottage here Aug.
1 and in the meantime are making
their home In the Charles Hupper
house.
Mr. and Mrs Richard Routledge
and family of Needham. Mass., are
at their summer home here.
Mrs Prank Booth and son of New
York City are guests of her mother.
Mrs H H. Healey at the Phronie
cottage.
Mrs. Julia Astle of Providence has
education; the assembly singing
opened her home and ha* as guests
"America;" benediction. Rev. J. Reid
Miss Julia Wilson and party of Skow
Howse, pastor of the Methodist hegan.
Church.
Congratulations are extended to
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay presided and
Mr. and Mrs. A. J Rawley (Louise
seated on the platform beside the
Tolman) of Camden
speakers were L. T. Weston. Charles
Mrs J H. Larkin has returned
Rowe and Miss Agnes Creamer, mem
bers and H. P. Mason, attorney of the from visiting relatives in Massachubuilding committee; Fred L. Burner -setts
and H E Mank. selectman, S. H
Mr and Mr* B 8. Dwyer of RumBrown and Walter Kaler. members oi ford arp guests of Coach and Mrs
the school board, and Mrs. Emma P & C. Dwjcr
Trotter and Mrs. Isabelle Boothby. [ Mr and Mrs. Reger Salmon and
representing the members of the Con- family of Maplewood. N J . arrived
gregational Church, who presented Wednesday ‘
the site to the High School.
Miss Marie Lowe of North Deer
Herbert Leavitt was chairman of hie is guest of her cousins Gertrude
the ushers, all members of the Hupper and Claribel Andrews
alumni
The reception committee
Mr. and Mrs Roger Hamilton of
included Mrs. Ida C. Stahl. Mrs. Nan Massachusetts are at one of thc
Weston, Mrs. Esther Shorey. Mrs. Oardner cottages for the summer.
Lugarda Rowe and Mrs. Mary Kaler.
Mrs. Ivan Simmons has returned
A feature of thc evening was the from Friendship where she visited
singing before the program bj- Junior her father and sister.
and Senior High students led by
Me an(1 Mrs. Ralph Knapp of
Guy I. Waltz with Mrs. Simmons at Needham. Mass., larrived Saturday
the piano.
for the season

//
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ROCKLAND, MAINE

The Perfect Tea for

ICED TEA
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
Service To: Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle Au Haut.
Swan's Island and Frenchboro

(Subject to Change Without Notice)
(Eastern Standard Time)*
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN

Effective June 20th to September 15th Inclusive
Read Down
Dally Ex- Sunday
cent Sunday Only

P.M.
2.15
3.36
4.46

AM
8.66
9.10
10.26
11.36

Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only

A.M.
Ar. 11.45
Ar. 10.55
Ar. 9.50
Lv. 8.45

ROCKLAND,
NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON,
Ar. SWAN'S ISLAM),
Lt.
Lt.
Lt.

PM.
7.00
600
5.00

P.M.
7.25
623
5!0
4.15

VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER VV. S. WHITE
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daiiy Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
AJH. P.M. A.M.
A..M. P.M. P.M.
5 00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5:0 5 4.i
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN.
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.30

Oakland after a week passed with
Mias Barbara Kelley.
Mr and Mrs Roy Sweeney of Wal
tham. Mass spent the weekend with
her parent*. Mr. and Mrs Jacob
Kelley
Mrs Herman 8tanley of Rockland
has returned home after a few days'
visit with Mr and Mrs. Clarence
Smith.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mtss Evelyn Morris is ill. and ls at
tended by Dr Weisman of Rockland
At a special meeting of Naonn
Chapter. OES Friday night the de
grees were conferred on Miss Mar
garet Marriott. Refreshments were
erved after the meeting
Mrs. Beulah Allen and children
Charlene and Elaine are visiting
Henry Alien In Waterville, where he
has employment ln a garage
Mr and Mrs Stirling Hastings and
two children of Camden were guests
Sunday of Mr and Mrs William J.
Hastings.
Mrs Minnie Benson has sufficiently
recovered from an Illness of many j
months to be able to be about town
John Wall was called to Boston by I
the Illness of his daughter Mrs Ad
dle Robbins. Mr. WaU was accom
panied by his nephew Forrest Wall
who returned home shortly.
....
William Pratt. Sr.
A sudden death occurred Thursday 1
when William Pratt Sr. was taken
ill while working at the Wildcat
quarry and in a very short time had ,
died It was a shock to his fellow 1
workmen as well as to his immediate
family.
Funeral services were held at the
chyrch Sunday Rev. John Holman of
Port Clyde officiating and burial was
in Seaside cemetery. Bearers were:
William Imlach, Thomas McLain
Charles Allen and William Mona- I
ghan.
There was a large attendance a*
Ihe services, including representatives
of St. Oeorge Lodge. IO.OF. Eu
reka Lodge FAM and fellow work
men. There were many beautiful!
floral tributes.
Mr Pratt will be especially missed
by hls fellow workmen and by the
Odd Fellows tn which lodge he was
a faithful member and willing
worker

SEWARD OR SPLENDID
FANCY RED SOCKEYE

SALMON
CAN

PEAS
AN
SPLENDID BRAND
M
finer Early Juki

Miss Susie Sleeper ls attending
summer school at Gorham Normal
School.
Mrs. F. J. Baum and members of
the Oold Star Workers 4-H Clubs of
which she Is leader attended the 4-H
Club field day Saturday in Union,
the trip being made ln Crockett's
bus from Rockport
Mr. and Mrs Robert Williams and
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Williams of
Whitinsville, Mass , were weekend
guests of relatives here.
A F. 81eepcr. as a member of Rock
land band, Mr. and Mrs. David Pol
lack and Albert Davis Jr., attended
the American Legion Convention
Sunday in Lewiston.
Miss Maralyn Hooper of Camden
was weekend guest of Miss Marion
Rackliff.
Miss Marjorie Sleeper has employ
ment as mother's helper to Mrs.
John I Snow in Rockland
Mrs C. 8. Watts’ piano pupils' re
cital was greatly enjoyed by a large
audience Friday night.
Porget-me-Not Chapter. O E. 8
has closed for the summer vacation
but the local women remain busy as
the OES and Grange are to com
bine and hold a lawn fete ln August.
“Doctor, can you cure me of snor
ing? I snore so loud I awaken my
self.”
“In that case, I would advise you
to sleep ln another room."—Kansas
City Star ,

KITCHEN QUEEN

Pod Ron. Tender Satel

2?^ 25c

31c

WHITE HOUSE

JUoiic J\teed6

COFFEE

LILY DRINKING CUPS

.

3 RMG8 25c
• aa cues

CUT RITE WAX PAPER

.

2 PKGS 15c

.

2 PKGS 17c

.

PAPER NAPKINS

.

SANDWICH SPREAD

DEVILED HAM

3 a oz 23c

2 a^oz 25c

UNDERWOOD'S

STUFFED OLIVES

.

.

.

» no a )•/ to,

CRABMEAT

a

a

a

• c*;oz

AKO

“

LIBBY’S DEVILED MEAT .
MAYONNAISE

JANS

2

c\°n.

Me

NORV.'IGIAN

MARSHMALLOWS

■

RED LABEL

BROWN LABEL

‘/j LB PKG

»/i LB PKG

45c

31c

17c
Sunshine
^K ) ~To\ tkt picnic baskrt‘1

2 CANS 15c

a

PURITAN

•

.

preserves
PEANUTS

SALADA TEA

BCIDNKR'S •

OLIVE BUTTER ....

SARDINES
SOUTH THOMASTON

23C

•ar

BALTIO OR IN SHELL

9c

io<

pkc

wJunmumt

_ ___

CmU« 5.m Jnnd>

tfngluti

r/^.JOc

CLOVER
LEAVES c ^|7

-JCunch at Siame5 MINUTES
MINUTE TAPIOCA

COOKS IN

REOUIR^S^NO SOAKING

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE—TUMBLER FREE

SPAGHETTI DINNER

.

33c

.

RED CROSS—FANCY SOLID PACK

TOMATOES

2 c%119ciea:315c

BIOSes

NATION-WIDE

TEA F%°&

27c

ORANGE PEKOF
Vi LB PKG

31c

SANTA CRUZ—SLICED OR HALVES

PEACHES R,CHs'YNR&EAVy

NO 2*/j
CAN

19c

NATION-WIDE

MACARONI

SPAGHETTI

NATION-WIDE

BEXERT
FCR MAKING

ICE CREAM
VANILLA

CHOCOLATE

PURE FLAVORS

2

BAKED BEANS
BROWN BREAD

8 OZ i
PKGS 23C

BAKER'S

YOUR CHOICE

NATION-WIDE

TALL CANS

27c
SERVICE GROCERS
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THOMASTON
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In Everybody’s Column ?.............................. 7
Advertisements ln this column not to
TO LET
I
ixceed three lines Inserted on^e for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addis «*******»->.**••«
tlonal lines five cents each for one time

Mrs. T. M. Oxton has arrived nt
her summer home on Main street
TWO nicely furnished modern rooms
from Rutland. Mass.
10 cents for three times. Six words
to let. Gentlemen preferred 28 Masonic
Mr. and Mrs Fred O. Overlock, make a line.
street.
77-79
Miss Hortense B. Wilson and Miss
SIX-room furnished apartment with
bath to let for summer months. Apply
Edith Wilson, motored to Malden,
23 Water St. City.
77*79
Mass. Friday to attend the wedding
HOUSES at Cresent Beach for summer
furnished,
or
for
the
year.
Nine
rooms
of Miss Mary Rosselle, daughter of
and modern Improvements. Terms reas
Tel. ROSE HILL FARM. 292-R
Rev. Dr. William Q. Rosselle. of
PINK dress lost between Fulton and onable.
or write R L. EMERY. 170 Mt. Vernon
Malden and Round Pond, to Edward Llmerock streets. Rockland MRS EARL St . Winchester. Mass
73-78
SAYWARD Tel. 585
. 77*79
FOUR rooms to let of my farm house
Fenn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
at Morse's Corner. Thomaston. Me.
Penn, of Malden and Marblehead,
Electricity available Rent 85 per month.
Address. OEORGE E
REDMAN. 31
which was solemnized Saturday eve
Main St.. Thomaston, Me
76-78
ning.
The
group
returned
Sunday.
THREE-room furnished apartment to
e 1>H. R. 1 RsmolJa Tak. Ca.
let over A AP Lafayette Square, 84 week,
The Federated Sewing Club will
also 3 room and bath unfurnished 83 50
held at the home of Mrs. Nina Leach | reliable party wanted to do house- week MIKE ARMATA.__________ 73-tf
nn
Main street
street Thursday
and ofcare
ofTHIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
on Main
f nursoay at
at 2- o'clock
o cioca work
chlIdrfngeneral
Apply cooking,
chamber
com
hire at anytime for sailing or fishing,
Members are urged to be present as merce Tel hc.o_______ _________ 78*eo call
FLYES GARAGE.
75-tf
wanted for general housework
plans are to be made for the fancy 6 GIRL
FOR summer months. furnished
Talbot Ave Tel 1285
78-80 apartment
to let; 6 rooms and bath
article table of the strawberry
72-tf
MIDDIxE-aged house keeper wanted, at Inquire 23 Water St.
16 South 8t
76-78
festival.
__________________
THREE or four furnished rooms to let.
POULTRY wanted, top prices paid for gas. furnace, bath, garage, rent reasonThe annual flower show of the your
___ 72-tf
poultry. POSTr 8c BLAU. Union, able. 136 Talbot Ave.
Oarden Club is being held at the Main St„ Tel 526-M____________ 76-78
TWO rooms small pantry, bath and
shed.
furnished.
84
week.
vacant
MEN wanted to train for positions ln
Congregational vestry this afternoon
the Refrigeration and Air Conditioning June 14 DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St.
Miss Jean Elliot, who underwent a field Write REFRIGERATION care of City, Tel 904-J___________________ 70-tf
Courler-Oazette.
77*79
_________________________________
_
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
tonsil operation at Knox Hospital. __
MEN wanted for Rawlelgh Routes of 1 modern Apply at CAMDEN 8c ROCKFriday, returned home Saturday.
800 families Reliable hustler should | LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
68-tf
825 weekly and Increase
Miss Emily Young, of Noroton start earning
TWO furnished
rooms
with bath |to
-----------------_
.
—
writ*
---------------[)"^yMEF.73-S. Altoh N R^W‘EIOH'’H<tt FOSS HOUSE. Tel 330
Heights. Conn., has arrived to spend
69*73 and 78
TO be vacant June 15. house, all
the vacation from her teaching
modern. Including oil burner; with
GIRLS wanted to work In Samoset garage, large corner lot. Cor Broadway
duties with her patents, Mr and Mrs Hotel Laundry, experience preferred and Llmerock St. 835 month. V F.
Opportunity to go South for those who STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154 or330
Harry- Young.
qualify Apply at HOTEL
78-80
66-tf
Mrs Charles B. Singer motored to
POSITION as waitress or personal
8MAIJ. apartment now available.
Portland
Qnturriav and
maid, preferably
Tor summer
service.
Portland baiuraax
ana on
on return
return was
wa wanted
by responsible
willing
and k MRS A. H JONES. 5 Talbot Ave Tel
576______________________________ 72-tf
accompanied by her sister. Miss I capable young woman Best of refer-;
| cnees Write “J. A." Care Tha Courier- I APARTMENT to let modern ln every
Mabelle Brown, of Exeter. N. H who [ oazette
“THE BIG RED TIN holds around 50 pipefuls of
77*79 way. fine location. PHIL SULIDES Tel.
276-M. city
66-tf
that Mr. Curry says is too good to miss
choice smoking,” Joe Curry says. “Better take up
POSITION as housekeeper wanted.
remained at home for the weekend,
FIVE-room tenement to let. all
Box 275. Thomaston
78*80
Prince Albert’s no-risk offer as fast as you can."
and her niece, Miss Elisabeth Brown,
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it tbe mel
furnlahed. all modern, hot water heat.
ROOMERS wanted, with or without Rent reasonable. FLOYD SHAW. 47 No.
lower!. tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return tbe pocket tin with
who was returning after a weeks board tn private family. 184 South Main Main
street
65-tf
St . Tel 526-M
73-80
the rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this
visit In Exeter
APARTMENT to let completely re
Try P.A. for
Ur
and
Mrs
Frank Lombard
1
ln
°J P°“lblv bUE decorated with bath, heater, garage and
date, and we will refund full purchase price, plus postage. (Signed)
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lomoan. „lau cabinisal Ing boat for two Reply j garden space. 12 Knox St . Tel 156-W
“makin'a” cigarettes too
(Mildred Mitchell), of South Port- i *>«<• <•»»■ Courler-Oazette
74*791
59-tr
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
•
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-ba
LIKE TO ROLL ’EM? Here’s
land were recent guests of Mr and
want?d
7 y«»r« old 1 HOUSE to let. modern. centraUy loIana.
were
recent
gutsts
ui
.»r
Must
be
In
good
rendition,
and
cheap
I
alM
3
.
rooln
furntshe
d
apartment.
Ernest Authors rolling a
Mrs. Ellis C. Young.
W W BUTLER, City. TeL, heated: 4-room apartment on Camden
THE NATIONAL
“makin'a” cigarette with
’2*
76 ‘8 ! street MRS FROST. Tel. 318-W 53-tf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
O
Elliot
JOY SMOKE
Prince Albert. Ernest says:
pipefuls of fragrant
__ . , o
TWO apai
apartments
viiivMW) to txt
let at wiuki
comer ui
of
motored Saturday to Poland Spring
Union and Grave st*. mrs lbola
“P.A. rolls smoother and
tobacco in every 2-ounce tin oi
where they attended the meeting of »
__ _ o tt r
* R°6E' 100 Un‘°“ St
M'tf
_ - faster—it's the last word in
Prince Albert
the Maine State Banker's Associa I
•
a> ** a
J H*»*««»*******«*-«..*.*«**«.**-****«*******B5
FW tobacco tastiness.”
tion. then went to Marblehead, Mass.
WHY buy cheap Inferior plants IMI <
where they were weekend guests of
your garden be a thing of beauty. See |
UU 1 mu
f
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
BREMEN
there recently have been Sylvester lakes parents Mr and Mrs. W L. erty to Lloyd Moody of Rockport.
their
daughter.
Mrs.
Warren our petunias
ready to set out Many g(******«.**«.***«.|i
W H. Hull is engaged ln haying.
------Simmons and family of Bath and Hilton.
other yarletles_All transplanted stock
STOCK and Poultry Farm for aale.
Buckeley and Mr. Buckeley.
Tel 1214-W CHARLIE E
WADE. 70 chance for 6 000: blueberries. On black
Miss Marian E Starrett of Thom- j Rev. Ou.v Clayton of Texas.
Mr Bradford has sold his property
Upham Pitches No Hit, No
Miss Helen Duncan returned to Waldo Ave._______________________ 73*78 road. 4'j miles from Rockland. GEORGE
aston has been guest of Mrs. Carrie
Mrs. Hazel Timberlake and son of ’.o parties from Connecticut.
ROCKPORT
PEAS, 60c a peck with free lettuce, I L. 61DCS. Rockville
78*80
Run Game, and the Jeeps Camden Sunday after a few days' and bunch beets will be ready for sal* 1' MODERN aeven room house and
O ES. School of Instruction for thc
Wallace the past week Other callers 1 Woodfords are with Mrs. TimberIrvin Oenthner has sold his prop
visit
with
Mr
and
Mrs
Hollis
Young.
at City Farm on and after Monday. June | garage Lot 63x80 feet Excellent loca11th District will be held July 8 in
Orders, for the Fourth must he ln by non. at 19 Franklin street. TeL 186-R
Triumph
Mr and Mrs Robert A. Vesper, of 29
Thursday night
77-79 fOr information.
47*tf
Thomaston. The morning session
PURE HONEY for aale Nature s finest
PILLSBURY place. Ingraham Hill,
will open at 10:30. It is important
Sunday s results — Thomaston 7, Worcester, Mass, arrived Saturday sweet,
Parcel Post. 3 pounds 75c. 61 Ideal summer home. 2’j story house. 2
and are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank pounds by9145
that all officers be present.
O. A. TARR. Star Route baths, heat. elec . 2 garages. 14 acres
I Pirates 0; Warren, 7 Chlsox 2.
Rockland
78*86 , land. Apply on premises or phone 709-R.
D.
Elliot.
Miss Margaret Rinkeubach. secre- (
--------------------------------------------------------77-79
ALL household furnishings for sale.
The League Standing
Woodrow
Verge
and
Charles
Perry.
tary
to
John
J.
Gribbel,
with
Miss
353 Broadway, MRS NELLIE SMITH
HERE’S HOW YOU CAN SEE
AT Public Landing, for aale or to let.
W
PC
who
are
employed
In
the
Pacific
78-80
about
acre
of
wharfage
and
apace
and
L.
Myrtle V. Jones and Nellie B Hawkes
PIGS for aale. 85 25 delivered Rock- deluding 7orn>er Curtlsa Wright build1000
Mills
at
Lawrence.
Mass.,
spent
thc
....
a
0
Dragons
of Philadelphia, are at Rest-a-While
land or Thomuton Innoculated Slab lb« “d r»Uway. I. L. SNOW CO . Agent*
1.000 weekend with relatives and upon wood. 85 cord delivered ROBERT L_______________________________ 87-81-n
0
Warren ...... ...... 2
Farm Beech Hill for a few weeks.
Liberty. Maine. Tel 12-23SPECIAL for sale: West End market.
...... 1
.333 their return Sunday were accom ESANCY
2
Pirates
Washington______________________ 78*80 front of prison store, has been running
WITH JACK HOXIE, THE FAMOUS WESTERN SCREEN STAR
.333 panied by the former's sister, Mrs.
ONE-horse mowing machine. In good for almost 50 yeara. fine place for gas
2
Thomaston ___ 1
for sal.- ARTHUR PEABODY 8tat‘°“ and grocery store at 815 per
(Idol of all the kiddies)
0
nhisnx
......
2
000 Clement Moody, and brother. Enos condition
Tel 6-42. Warren
78-80 month: gas profit. 5c a gal . now. 8400
the season.
Investment will give a life time Job
Verge.
Jr.,
who
will
be
guests
ln
.000
So.
Thomaston
0
0
CHEVROLET School Bus. 32
Miss Rita Staples of Rockland is
with good profit. Also for sale. 70
-en
erlike
new
SHASTANY
T
CAROM
farms. 50 city and village homes. 23
Oames this week: Tonight- Drag- Boston this week of Mr. and Mrs. 334 Union ave. Laconia. N H.
guest of Miss Vera Easton.
78*83 cottages, many stores; land by lot or
ons
at
Warren.
Wednesday-South
Arshak
Semarjlan.
Stephen Kelley, chauffeur for the
LOT 100x100. with concrete founda acre, cash or small payment down. V F
61-tf
Mrs. Ellen Jones went to Bath tion. all ready to build on 25x27 Call STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330
Donald Dodges arrived here Sunday Thomaston at Pirates, ThursdayJ W KIRK. Owls Head. TeL 722-12
»
■
Saturday
for
a
two
weeks'
visit
with
77*88 »
for the season. Mr. Kelley spent the Thomaston at Chlsox.
her sister. Mrs. Thomas Donaldson.
PAIR of good work horses for sale I »
♦
winter on an Axtensive European
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Montgomery, H D CRIE. Thomaston. Tel 83 77-79 4
Jeeps 6, Pirates 0
touring trip.
PEAS. 75c a peck, and bunch beets w-**--e*--**.^.*** *** w * la
The annual picnic of Harbor Light
Behind the superb hurling of motoring over to take them and re Sd
“,l,ne'‘UC,lILime?v nn 1
SMALL 4-room cottage for sale, water
?ales^und“ ?5ne“M
77-7? •nd "*hts « Ingraham Hill 6 R
| Chapter takes place this afternoon ! Raymie Upham, the Thomaston maining for the weekend
aa. smnat June za____________ 77-79 cusmNO la Knox 8t _ Thomaston
Mrs J. W. Tufts, of Newton High
BROILERS, dressed and delivered for
74*82
I and evening at the MacOregor cot- , Jeeps won their first game of the
lb T*1 **-J__________ 77-79
»*•»■ I attractive 3-room cottage for sale.
tage Megunticook Lake. Members season. From the outset Upham was lands. Mass , arrived here Monday >aIe
«.I1I Vu, «>
nf
YOUNO heavy milking Holstein cow near Rockport village.
acre land
' will take their own lunch.
master of the situation and four- and Will be at the home Of Miss | for ,Ble Duf ,’o ,r„he« Mon HENRY I Tel 1214-5L Rockland or call at 138
AHO.
So.
Union.
Me
78-80
Tel
Union.
2-3
Camden
St.
Nellie
A.
Oardlner.
on
Gleason
street
Under 12 Years
Mlss Anne Townsend of Philadel- teen men sat down retired via the
77*79
CAMP Cheltenham ior rent, beautlfor
the
summer.
phla Is expected to arrive Wednesday strike out route, as he whizzed his
FRESH load of horses, saddle horse, ful view ot Crawford Lake, electric
Kalloch. of John Deere tractors on rubber, late ] lights, electric refrigerator, running
to occupy her cottage on Mechanic fast one by them. Robinson was the _ Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
...
T ...I,I. ’trie mowers and rakes, also used C. I water, fireplace, piano, radio and motor
77*79 boat Will accommodate 12 people 835
street for the summer.
leading sticker with two doubles and Portland, passed thc weekend With M BURGESS. Union. Tel 6-4
hls parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D
«d
l^.rror’^rlu^a d
Rev O. F. Currier, who this week a triple to his credit.
has made special arrangement
?^ip C7oZ°’"-.et’^,*eU MSunX- BI«D Crawford
P,rm' Unlon
Kalloch.
concludes hls pastorate at thc
Pirates
flowering plants. Vlgoro. sheep manure.'
10
with Downie Bros. Circus tor
Mrs.
MaeSchwab.
of
Quincy.
Mass.,
Baptist Church, preached hls fare
A cottage at Crawford Lake for sale
bone meal, sifted dirt for plants, and
ab r bh a po
all boys and girls under 12
arrived here Sunday for a visit with flower beds 75c bushel at the house. I cheap A bargain for someone Inquire
well sermon Sunday night before a
EDWIN A DEAN Rockland. TeL 671-J
at CRAWFORD LAKE FARM. East
Wink, lb .......... „„ 4 0 0 0 8
MLss Ardelle Maxey.
years old Io get a Circus ticket
good sized audience including a large Heald. 2b ....... ...... 4 0
77“J9 i Union.
76*78
Leslie Clark and children. Allen
for 15 cents afternoon or eve
STANDING hay for sale on Spruce j COTTAGE to let for season. 6 rooms
delegation from the Methodist Keefe. If ________ 4 0
and
Invce and
Miss Hone
H,,ad
I*>»nd;
cheap. Tel Rockland furnished, modern lmprovementa with
ana Joyce,
ana aaiss
nope Farrington
Farrington g53
.,3 or
InqulrP
ning. The regular price is 25
Church. Seated on the platform Putnam, c ............ 4 0
Inquire R B spear. Spruce cellar and garage MRS RICHARD DYER
76-tf | Crescent Beach. Owls Head. TeL 425-2
of
Portland,
were
weekend
guests
of
;
Head
islan
d
with Mr. Currier, was Earl Achorn Frank Wink, cf
cents. Just read the coupon
2 0
ALL kinds of gry hard and soft wood, 1_________________________________ tO-tt
hi3
mother,
Mrs.
Clifford
A.
Clark.
who assisted in the service by offer Mosher, cf _____ 1 0
below and follow instructions.
.
i under cover. al*o lumber T J CARDESIRABLE, cozy cottage at Spruce
Miss Janet Leighton, who teaches roll. Tel. 26l-21 Rockland
76-tf 1 Head to let. well furnished, near salt
ing prayer. Mr. Currier and family Sullivan, p ........ 4 0
~K»7-friv*i
—
.-I-..h
—
Water,
plenty of land for garden Fire
In Springfield, Mass., arrived here
1 leave Thursday for Corlnna where
ln
wood for ,he cutting. 8hort distance
Jameson,
rf
_____
3
0
'
,
J.
K>a
i
from
Rockledge
Inn Call Rockland
Sunday to spend the summer vaca
Special Circus
they will visit relatives for two
or Inquire R B. SPEAR. Spruce
Murgita. ss .......... 3 0
men. egg graders. JEROMr. C. BUR-1
tion
with
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
60-tf
months before entering upon new Oardlner. 3b ....... 2 0
Coupon
ROWS Receiver. 8tover Feed Mfg Co . 1
414
Main St . R ickland____________ 76-78 ’-------------------- ---------Leon
Leighton.
field of labor. Best wishes of the
(Boys-Under 12-GirlsJ
33 ft. auxiliary sloop for sale, first
Mr. and Mrs. John Chisholm and
community will follow them.
class condition. Tel. 321-R ROBERT
31 0 0 5 24*
son.
Robert,
of
Rockland,
accom

BURNS,
City________________
76*78
Quests at the Heistad home on
This coupon, with 15 cents
‘Last half of ninth not played
ONE-horse hay rack for sale; grocery
panied by Mrs Chisholm's parents.
Sunday
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
P.
can be exchanged lor one
wagon; two-ox yokes AIMO KAJANDKB
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick W. Sanfey. of RD 1. Box 78. Thomaston
Jeeps
76*78
Hennings and son. Porter, of Port
regular 25 cent Admission
this town, motored Friday to Port
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale
land. Mr. and Mrs. Trygve Heistad
ab
r
bh
a
po
Ticket to Downie Bros. Circus,
land also called on Mr. and Mrs. fully equipped, call FLY'S GARAGE
and daughter Selma, of Augusta. Mr Robinson. 3b ......... 4
73-tf
3 2 1
at the ticket office on show
Willis Stiles (Mary Carter) ln Wood36x10 Cabin fishing boat for sale. 351
and Mrs. Fred Scribner of South Adams, ss ................ l
0
0
0
H P. Kermath Eng. good condition;
grounds.
fords.
Paris, and Miss Mina E: Tower of Llbbey. ss ........ „.... 3
also makerel aelne 150 fathom lon?. 12
2 0 0
fathom deep good condition CAR’OS
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Washburn,
Rockland. In the afternoon a group Delano, c ..........
You Must Have This Coupon
4
1 0 15
DAVIS, Port Clyde. Tel 3-4_______ 74*79
of
Portland,
are
guests
of
Mr.
Wash

of
the
guests
inspected
the
Camden
Dn. Anderson, lb .. 4
USED stoves of all kinds bought and
0 0 7
JACK HOXIE Famous Western Screen Star
or Pay Full Admission Price.
burn's aunt, Mrs. Charles H. Wash- rcld C E GROTTON, 138 Camden Bt.
76-78 Hills State Park where Mr. Heistad Upham, p .............. 4
1
Tel 1214-M
61*66-tf
bum.
is in charge of beautification.
Dg. Anderson, rf .... 4
0
MOTOR boat for aale 25 ft by 6-6 ft
• • • •
Miss Mary Nicholson. R. N., who mahogany open launch, windshield.
A. Upham. 2b ....... 4
3
6-40 engine ln good condition.
Engagement Announced
has
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Pat Oray
Asking price 8450." FRANK D. WINCHH. Anderson, cf
2
0
An event of interest to friends here
ENBAUOH. Friendship. Me
68-tf
rick
W.
Sanfey.
for
two
weeks,
went
Johnson, cf .......
2
0
FOM~ISALE
took place Saturday afternoon at
Saturday
to
Wellesley.
Mass.,
where
Stevens. If ............. 3
No 1. 7 room Tiouse located Broad
0
Yarmouth when announcement was I
she will be employed for two weeks way lot 150x187 feet. Priced to sell—>8
cash
needed
RYTEX
made of the engagement of Miss
and will then return here for the reNo 2 Over Nite camps doing nice
35 6 12 6 27 5
business Atlantic Highway.
Frances E. Leighton to Delmont
| mainder of the summer.
CARD-O-GRAMS
Jeeps ............ 1 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 x—6
No 3. An established business al
Ballard, at a tea given by Miss
Miss Frances Shaw went to Boston wavs made money: owu’r wlsh-x to re
Two base hits. Robinson 2, Dg.
tire. needs around 815.000 to own and
Smart personal post cards
Leighton's mother, Mrs. Maurice
Sunday to meet Mr. and Mrs. Fred operate this property FREES)A 'I S
Anderson: Threc-base hit. Robinson.
printed with your Name and
78-lt
Leighton.
L. Andrews, whom she will accom YOUNO Rockland. Tel. 605-M.
Address
Strike outs, by Upham 14. by Sullivan
Miss Rozilla Morton of Portland,
pany to their home In Denver. Col.
5. Base on balls off Upham 4. off
Miss Beatrice Wight of Presque Isle
Plans are being made for the Beta
—save postage
Sullivan 1. Hit by pitcher Robinson,
«nd Mrs. William Scanlon of New
/Ipha Club picnic to be held Wed
Llbbey.
port, N. H, classmates of Miss
—save time
nesday, at South Pond. Supper will
Leighton at Miss Wheelock's Kind
be served at 5:30 er l members are
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Patron—Look here, waiter, I ord asked to take dishes. Transportation land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
200 FOR
ergarten School, poured, and assist
aollvlted. H. C RHODES. Tai. 519-J.
ing with the serving were Misses ered chicken pie and there Isn't a will be furnished by Adelbert Ben ___
53-tf
Betty Bowers. Myrtle Leighton and single piece of chicken in it.
NOTICE TO MARINERS The nnme of
ner's bus which will leave the post
Oas Screw "NEREID" official num
Waiter—That's being consistent, office at 5 o'clock. If the day should the
Marion Baston of Yarmouth, and
Postage
ber 232253. has been changed by per
Marjorie Boothby of North Conway, sir. We also have cottage cheese but be stormy the supper will be served mission of the Director of Navigation
and Steamboat Inspection to "SPEND
10c
N. H. Among the guests were: Mr. so far as I know there's not a cot at thc Baptist vestry at 6 o'clock.
THRIFT.” Talbot
Aldrich
(owner)
Edmore. Maine
76-79
Extra
Ballard's mother, Mrs. Walter L tage in it.
SUTTS remodeled, repairing, pressing
Ballard and hls sister, Mrs. Maynard
Mrs. Newrich was describing her and suits mad- to measure NEW YORK
TAYLOR, corner Main and Summer
Tuggle—Why does a swan sing Just travels to an envious audience.
Oraffam both of Rockport.
8t|
77-tf
Fine quality White Vellum
Miss Leighton was graduated from bef°re it dies?
“Have you
been
in South
CAMBRIDGE TAILORINO CO., cus
cards printed in Green, Blue
tom made cults, overcoats 818 to 850
Cleland—It couldn't very well sing America?" someone inquired.
Miss Wheelock's School ln 1933 and
Will call at your home or office. 4001
or Brown ink.
is a teacher in the Yarmouth schools. after it dies.—Atchison Olobe.
“Many times," said Mrs. Newrich. samples to select from. A perfect fl«
guaranteed
TeL
435-J.
H.
P.
FOWLIE
Buy a supply of these cards
Mr. Ballard is a graduate of the
rather bored. In fact, I know it 2 Orange St. Rockland
51*53-tf i
now - for summer cottage,
University of Maine in 1934, being a
from end to end."
DENTAL NOTICE
LAWN mowers sharpened—called for
town house and vacation trips.
delivered. Prompt service. CRIE
member of thc Delta Tan Delta
During the spring and summer sea'Then, of course, you went up the and
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791 Rockland.
53-tf
Fraternity. During the past two <on win makc appointments for! Amazon?
Samples ran be seen at This Ofllee
Tuesdays and Fridays.
years he has taught at the North
“No. as a matter of fact, I didn't.
DR. J. H. DAMON
Yarmouth Academy and this coming
But my husband went to the top.
Over Newberry’s 5c & 10c Store
A. Home1
77-78
year will be a member of the faculty 1EL. 415-W
Uhef'
ROCKLAND You know I never did care for climb
at Worcester Academy,
MTU ing,”

HERE, AT THE LEFT, Joe looks
pretty happy. And why not. . •
with a good old pipe and a tin of
fresh and flavory Prince Albert
to go with it? Joe says: “My
missas didn’t take kindly to my
smoking around the house until
I began filling up my pipe with
Prince Albert. Then she said to
me, 'Now, that's what I call nicesmelling tobacco!’” P. A.'s fra
grance comes from choice tobaccos.

r AST AS TOU

WORKING OR RESTING, Joe
takes kindly to his pipe and his
P. A.“ I caught on to what ‘ crimp
cut’ means to a pipe smoker, the
first time I loaded up with Prince
Albert,” he remarks. “It packs
like nobody's business, and burns
slow, so that my pipe never gets
a chance to heat up. Just keeps
on giving me a cool, tasty smoke.”
There'8 no other tobacco like
mild, 'crimp cut’ Prince Albert.

• LOST AND FOUND ;
•(F «•**««.»

WANTED

Prince Albert

♦

FOR SALE

•-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

REAL ESTATE ♦

Look, Boys and Girls!

Downie Bro’s Big

3 Ring Circus

ROCKLAND-JUNE 30
SPECIAL OFFER TO BOYS AND GIRLS

Summer Cottages

OUR TREAT
TO YOU

The
Courier-Gazette

Price of Hard Coal
Will Advance
July First
co

MISCELLANEOUS

Rockland Coal Company
Telephone 72

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 30, 1936

®SOC* ETY

MISS LAMB'S PUPILS

EVENING MUSICAL

TWO CONVENTIONS

Page Severi

9

VINALHAVEN

AN ANNOUNCEMENT

Mr. and Mrs. Carol Heath and

To Appear In Piano Reeital Thursday
Night—Miss Rhodes To Read

Miss Ruth Sanborn’s Stu In Which Persons Well- , children Richard and Patricia of
Known To Our Readers [Hartford are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
dents Entertain — Bertha
Miss Mabel Frances Lamb's piano
Took
Part
Nelson Bunker
Luce Guest Artist
pupils are to give a recital at the

W. A. Smith of Presque Isle spent
Universalist Church Thursday night
Two conventions of more than the weekend in town.
The Universalist vestry was the
u«ual interest and importance test-1 Mrs. Ralph Thompson and daughMr. and Mrs. Carl Hinckley and at 7:30 assisted by Ruth Rhodes as
scene of a recital Friday evening,
daughter Eleanor of Lexington. Mass reader. The program follows:
eu thc capacity of thc famous Po-1tfrs Athene and Martha arrived
when pupils of Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn land Sprint; House, during thc Saturday to pass the summer here,
came to Rockland Friday to be guests
Part ;
Alice and Marguerite Blaney,
appeared before a fine audience of week past—one, thc Maine Bank-1
of Miss Ellen Cochran. Saturday
Margaret and Ruth Dorman
Mrs. Frank Haskell was a recent
the party motored to Blue Hill where Class March—Wee Polks.
Gaynor interested friends. A profusion ot ers' Association, the other, the
Alice
flowers in artistic arrangement pro Maipc Press Association and Na visitor in Rockland.
Miss Cochran will visit her sister Greeting Song—and
Bird and Flower
Mr. and Mrs. John Geary are
Songs,
vided a lovely background for the tional Editorial Association, with
for the month of July. Mr. Hinck
Alice. Marguerite. Margaret. Ruth
guests
of Mrs. Geary's parents, Mr.
splendid
group
of
young
performers.
ley returned home Sunday.
delegates present from all parts ot
Thc Moon.
Weybright
Morning,
Weybright Hostesses for the evening were Mrs. the
including
far-off
,
and
Mrs
- Edmund Andrews.
country,
Dancing Daisy Fields.
Mokrets
Nathalie Snow, Miss Christine Nor Texas..
The BB Club held its annual pic Rain Song
Mrs. Louise Wareham arrived
Mrs. D. E. Woolley and daughter
Alice
nic Thursday afternoon at the Rock
Knox County saw present and Saturday from Concord, N. H., for
Perfleld wood and Mrs. Damie Oardner, and
Mrs. A. W Spear and son-in-law land Breakwater; box lunch and Cuckoo.
Bird Calls and 8ong In French.
the guests were ushered by the little taking part in the various sessions: the season.
(Avignon)
Fred Hufnagel of Mt. Vernon. N. Y., hiking furnished the diversion.
Grasshopper
Misses Marie Berry and Joan Hahn. Homer R. Robinson, Rockland
Rueben Carver and Ursa Smith of
are at Mrs Spear's cottage, Pleasant
Thanksgiving Day
Albert Havener extended greetings ln First National Bank, and .Mrs. this town were united in marriage
Jack and Jill
Beach for a three weeks’ stay. This
John O. Stevens, who has been Roses
a masterly fashion expressing regret Robinson; Charles C. Wood and june 25 at Rockland by Rev. J.
Perfleld
was formerly the Benjamin Philbrook confined to his home on Talbot ave Hello, hello,
Pony,
Perfleld at the absence of Miss Betty McKin wife and T. Jenness French, Cam- ’ Charles MacDonald of the Baptist
cottage and was bought by Mrs. nue for several months is now able
Marguerite
ley who was unable to be present on den National Bank and Mrs-1 Church.
Duct—Hot Cross Buns
Spear last season.
Marguerite and Alice
to ride out. and is showing marked
account of illness.
French; R. (). Elliot and wife and
The 4 as were entertained Monday
Tumblebug.
Perfleld
The young musicians all deserve Harold R. Dana and wife, 1 horn at
home of Mrs. Lora Hardison.
Tag,
Perfleld
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. improvement.
October.
Perfleld special mention for their marked aston National Bank. M. R. Pills
iMrs. N. Cook Slides was a visitor
Swing Song
H. Couhig were Mrs. Eugene McThe Emanon Club was entertained Up The Stairs.
Perfleld progress, the two piano numbers be bury and wife and Earl McIntosh, in Rockland recently.
Sweeney, John McSweency and Rich
Gest
for sewing last week by Mrs. Frank Sunshower. ' Margaret
ing particularly good. It was inter Knox County Trust Co.
{ Miss Louise Hardison is attending
ard Patten of Manchester, N. H.
Sleep, baby. Sleep, (with words),
Horeyseck.
Others in attendance, well- summer school at the University of
Perfleld esting to note the National Federa
Echo.
Perfleld tion numbers—Sicilienne—and thc j known to this paper’s readers, in-1 Wisconsin.
of the Mouse,
Erb
SUMMER VISITORS
Mrs. Edna Robbins was hostess to Tale
McDougall,
Morning.
Weybright Bach Minuet played by Masters Har-! eluded II. Nelson
Miss Ethel Wood is spending a few
T Club at Lake Megunticook Friday Flower Man (with words). Weybright vie and Work and young Miss Hav President Portland National Bank weeks vacation with her parents ln
Ruth
Occasionally one hears the re
evening.
Duet—Cuckoo and
BobWhite Waltz ener. Much interest centered also on of Commerce, and Mrs. McDougall; Belfast.
mark; "I did not see anything ln
Margaret and Ruth
the original
composition
“The' Frank B. Nichols of the Bath Daily
•
The Courier-Gazette about my
Part 2
Miss Ruth Lyford was a recent j
Oralnger Bumble Bee" by Dorothy Havener, Times, and Mrs. Nichols; Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lamson of Duo—Country Gardena.
guests." A little reflection will
guest at the Kittredge Farm.
Stanley Murray
show the impossibility of ob
West Rockport observed their golden
William East
which wan well balanced and dis L. Hall of the Bangor Commercial,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Arey of Bos
taining the names of all summer
My boat ia Sailing.
Suel-Holst
wedding anniversary at their home The
played
much promise for future de and Mrs. Hall. It should be noted ton are enjoying a vacation in town, I
Clock
visitors who come to Rockland
8ylvla Chrlstoffersen
Saturday.
in the connection that Mr. Hall
velopment.
•
in July and August. The paper
Mrs. Alfred Hall and Miss Nellie
Reading—Under the Big Tent
desires to note such arrivals (the
Ruth Rhodes
Miss Bertha Luce, violinist, accom- 1 presented at one of the banquets a Hall were visitors ln Rockland rec- |
Rasbach
guests themselves look for it),
Mrs. Millie Thomas entertained From Way down South.
panied by Mrs. Sanborn, delighted paper dealing with thc long list of ently.
Dorothy Peterson
and to this end asks its readers
Pentagon Club at picnic dinner and Elf and the Fairy.
liinij i the audience with her artistic presen literary men and women of high
to send in such items, either di
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doughty and
Wood Nymph's Harp.
Rea
sewing Thursday.
tation of several numbers. The first distinction born in Maine; an ad- family spent the past week with relarectly to the office, or to the
Ruth Emery
At the Skating Carnival.
Kern
society reporter, Mrs. Leola
mirable paper that won for
tlves ln Boothbay.
Galloping Horses.
Rogers group Included "Rezeda" by Frlml,
Noyes, whose telephone num
Mr and Mrs. Donald Kelsey were
Byron Keene
author
warm
recognition.
"From the Canebrake" by Gardner,
Among those from the local club
ber is 873-R. Social events as
Dance.
Jon Weber
among those attending the conven Bohemian
The Coutier-Gazette was rep .
,
„
and "The Rosary" by Nevin (ar
Marionettes Ballet
well as arrivals and departures
tion of Legionnaires at Lewiston.
Barbara Rosa
resented bv W. O. rullcr and wife, I
’
are desired.
Ice Carnival.
Adams ranged by Kreisler). The second
Club In Union were; Olive Amlro, |
11
n on
A Leafy Way.
Adams group comprised "Gay Butterflies" by and John M. Richardson and wife.
Marlon Tolman.1
Stanley Murray
Others present included Edward R. I
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Thurlow were
Gregh and “Grandfather's Clock" by
Silent
Night.
Olllet
Young.
Sunday callers upon Mrs. Delia in Portland last week where they at Valse Chromatlque,
Godard
„
Louis Castle, and was particularly \ eazie and Mrs. Mary r. \ eazie,
Miss Florence Smalley Is spending
William East
Sullivan were Mr. and Mrs. Almon tended the Maine Dental Association
By the Brookside.
Tours pleasing to the children.
The pro who were hotel guests of Mr. and ! a few days visit with her brother E. I
Sullivan, who accompanied them on convention.
Flight of the Bumble Bee.
Mrs. Howard G. Philbrook.
Rimsky-Korsakoff gram:
[ A. Smalley.
return to their Augusta home, where
Geraldine Norton
Sobre las Olas—"Rosas" (Duo).
Mrs. Lloyd Hackett and children of [
Rumba
she will make them a visit.
DOBBINS-TIBBETTS
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met Charmeuse
Von Weber
June Chatto. Ruth Wit ham
I Milo are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday. For the evening program
Lucille Stanley
Folk Tunes’.
arranged
Tor Jussen
Word comes that Miss Jennie Mrs. Eliza Plummer gave a reading Summer Reverie.
David Farrand
Miss Clcdpatra O Tibbetts, daugh Floyd Robinson.
Ruth Oliver
Folk
Tunes
’
,
arranged
Blackington who is under treatment and each member gave a rhyme. It Duo—Melody In F.,
The Fire Department announces
Rubinstein
Mary Farrand
ter of Mr. and Mrs Austin Tibbetts,
William East
March (Duo),
Martin
in a Portland hospital is making was voted to suspend meetings until
j this program for the Fourth: Dance
Stanley Murray
and Merle F. Dobbins, son of Capt.
Barbara Creighton. Jeannette
satisfactory progress toward recovery. September. A public Beano Party
Stephenson
and Mrs. Roscoe L. Dobbins, were the night before the fourth at CapJack
Goes
To
Market.
Cumberlatyl
FREEMAN-LAWRY
will be held at G.A.R. hall at 730
Giant Counts Hls Money.
Cumberland united ln marriage Sunday evening I py's hall with music by the Fakers;
Corner Club met Friday afternoon next Thursday with Mrs. Maude
Music Box*.
Gaynor-Blake
ln the First Baptist parsonage the I dance the night of the fourth with |
Havener
Earl Freeman, son of Mr. and Mrs. March of WeeAlbert
with Mrs. Mida Packard, Pleasant Cables in charge.
Folk.
Gaynor-Blake single ring ceremony being per music by Staffy’s Orchestra; a ball
Charles Freeman, and Alice Lawry. Spinning Song’.
Umerreicit
street, bridge honors going to Mrs.
formed by Rev J. Charles Mac-! same the afternoon of the fourth be-(
Virginia Pinkham
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Falling Stars.
Packard and Mrs. Retta Cole.
Williams
Donald
They were attended by Mr. tween the Chiefs and a Rockport
Mrs. Carl Stevens and Mrs Belle Lawry. both of Rockland, were mar
Jeannette Stephenson
team.
Two
Finger
Tommy,
Greene
and Mrs. Reynold Tibbetts.
Mrs. Ella McMillan Is visiting her Frost have returned from Machias, ried Saturday night, Rev. E. O. Ken The Witch’.
Gaynor-Blake
Jane Libby and Richard Libby are |
Mrs.
Dobbins
is
of
Rockland
and
where
Paul
Stevens
who
accompan

Barbara
Creighton
daughter Mrs Frank Fullerton. South
yon of St Peter's Episcopal Church Pastorale Duo.
Low- attended the local High School. Mr. spending the week with Mr. and
ied them Is remaining for a month s officiating. They were attended by
Nathalie and Norma Fossett
Thomaston.
Orant-Schaefer Dobbins attended Rockland High Mrs. Ernest Macintosh.
visit with hls grandparents, Mr. and i Miss Dora Freeman, sister of the Fireflies.
Dudley Harvey
The Ladies of the G AR., will meet
March
Grotesque.
Mrs. Hattie Davies entertained Mrs. Robert Hanscom.
Frlml School and is a graduate of the
! groom as bridesmaid and Milton Bumble Bee.
Gainer
Friday
night, proceeded by the usual
Maine
School
of
Commerce
in
Portfriends at her Ashmere cottage Sun
—
—.—fr Lawry. brother of the bride as best
Betty McKinley
|
Elves.
land.
He
has
served
as
an
officer
in
1
supper.
There will be a quilting in
Gurlltt
day.
FOURTH OF JULY ISSUE
man. In the presence of about 30 Sprites.
Heller
the American Merchant Marine and the afternoon. At 7:30, a business
Nathalie
Fosaett
| relatives and guests the ceremony Sicilienne (Two Plano).
Bach is at present proprietor of a Socony meeting will be held after which a
Mrs. R L. Stratton with her son
Carl .Work, Dudley Harvey
Because this National anni
took place at 47 North Main street,
| White Elephant party will be enjoyed.
Coquette.
Heller Service Station here.
ruce made a weekend visit with
versary (alls on Saturday, and
where the couple will start housekeep
Norma Fossett
Members will take packages to ex
er parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. F
Valse Mlgnonne’.
Schutt
will be observed that day. The
ing in a newly furnished apartment. In
thc Meadow*.
Llchner
change appropriate to Fourth of
orrie in Westbrook, while Dr. StratCourier-Gazette will be published ;
“To what do you attribute your re
Ruth Wltham
July.
Hunting Song.
Schumann
n was in attendance at the Maine
Friday afternoon.
Advertisers, I
Mrs J. H. Musterman and daugh "Tulip," Op. III.
Llchner markable health?"
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Calderwood.
ental Association at Portland.
Naomi Racklltte
correspondents and all other con
"Well." replied the very old gentle
ter Miss Nancy Musterman of An Mlnuett.
Haydn
daughter
Miss Carolyn and sons Neil
tributors are asked to kindly
Schytte man, “I reckon I got a good start on
napolis. Map-land have been recent Hide and Seek*.
Mr and Mrs. B. A Bass and son
. u u •
«nd Kenneth went Saturday to NorCarl Work
bear this in mind.
most
people
by
bein'
born
belorc
'
guests of Mrs. William Ellingwood. Doll Dance.
Poldlnl
r
r
-f
frxllz rvurnc Vaci
whom tnAV will
endall of 8pnngfield. Mass., are at
Op .
Mozart germs was discovered, thereby havtn folk Downs. Mass., where they will
| Mrs. Musterman and Mrs Ellingwood Mlnuett
Bumble Bee (original). Dorothy Havener
ollday Beach tor two weeks
be guests of Capt. and Mrs. Ira
less to worry about.”
Dorothy Havener
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Titus and Mrs. were girlhood friends in Virginia and
Smith, their daughter Miss Carolyn
Mav Night.
feimeren
Buddy Reiner of Philadelphia, Pa . Frank Lyddie are on a motor trip to had not seen each other for 25 years. The Storm.
Heller
Calderwood left Boston Sunday for j
June Chatto
| From Rockland Mrs. Musterman and
>n of Mrs Doris Spear Reiner, for- New York.
California, where she will be with j
Rondo ln D Major (Two Plano). Gurlltt
WEDNESDAY
daughter went to Swampscott. Mass,
lerly of this city, arrived today to
Dorothy Havener. Dudley Harvey
relatives. She will enter San Jose
Holiday
(Two
Plano).
Le
Ponce
pend his summer vacation with ha
Miss Etta Blackinton, Miss Avis to attend the International Conven Bumble Bee.
Rimsky-Korsakov
State College for a year's study. En
arr
Oould-Shefter
unt, Miss Susan M. Spear.
Blacklnton, and Mr. and Mrs. J. P. tion of the Zonta Clubs. Mrs. Muster
Nathalie Jones. Nathalie Snow
route, she will visit relatives ln
Harriman and son Edward were man being a delegate from the ’Mrs Sanborn at second piano.
Denver. Col.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Haines have guests over the weekend of Miss Annapolis Zonta Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Leaf of Worces- |
MENNELY-SPEAR
eturned from a weeks visit in Boston. Carrie Duncan and Mr. and Mrs. M.
AWARD FREE
ter. Mass., are guests of Mr. and
P. Harriman at Holiday Beach.
Mrs. L. W. Sanbom.
The marriage of Miss Katherine C.
Mrs. Nellie Smith and sisters Mrs
ON THE SCREEN
WED.-THURS.
A ball game will be played Sunday
nnie Jennison of Waltham and Mrs.
Spear and Lawrence Mennely, both
Clifford Ladd is the guest of his
at the School street grounds be- [
da Fairbanks of Hudson. Mass., are
of Lewiston, was solemnized Friday
parents. Mr and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd
tween the Chiefs and the Boothbay j
t Mrs. Smith's home, 356 Broadway,
night in Belfast, with Rev. Hosea
while on a fortnight's vacation from
Rhodes, a friend of the bride's fami
Tigers.
.
or a short period.
New York.
• • • •
ly. officiating. The couple were at
Mrs. H. I. Hix was a recent guest
tended by Miss Eleanor $pear and
Alumni Banquet
Mrs. Andrew Smith of Swan's
f the Smith College Club at thc
Carl Spear, sister and brother of the
The annual get-together of Vinal
Island is visiting her daughter. Mrs.
lew Weston in New York.
bride, who wore a becoming gown of
haven Alumni Association took plac$
Franklin Wood.
green. The bridesmaid's gown was
Friday night at Union Church vestry.
Miss Mary MoSweeney has returned
-*
-------I
of pale pink. Both gowns had match
This town has always been famous
o Manchester. N. H.. after visiting
Charles Emery is home from Tilton
ing accessories, and colorful bou
for its fine suppers and on this ochree weeks with her cousin, Lucille School for thc summer vacation.
quets added to the attractive picture.
I casion the ladies of Union Church
A reception followed the ceremony,
Circle, under direction of the presi
Miss
Annie
Frost
of
West
Lynn,
given
at the home of the bride's
rs. Frank Sherman and Mrs.
dent. Mrs Charles Chilles served thc
brother. Donald Spear, and Mrs.
icis Hall have been visiting Mr. Mass , was in the city yesterday or
usual bounteous banquet.
Spear, on Lincolnville avenue, after
Mrs. Loranus Pendleton ln her way to North Haven for her an
The tables were prettily decorated
nual summer visit.
which the newlyweds left for a trip
with cut flowers and especial men
whose destination was not divulged.
tion is made of the table ot the
Miss Eda Knowlton is a patient at
On their return, they will make their
Members of Mrs. E. F. Glover's
Class of 1936 with unique favors and
home ln Lewiston where the groom Is
Sunday school class and husbands Knox Hospital for tonsil operation.
I decorations of the class colors, gold
THURSDAY
employed.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. O.
and green. Cheers were given by
Miss Belle Spring is home from
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Heistad, Rockport, Friday night for
the many classes.
E. iR. Spear and is a graduate of
picnic supper, about 50 being present her teaching duties at Fall River,
Rev. N. F. Atwood, pastor of Union
Rockland High School. Mr. Mennely
to enjoy the hospitality of the at Mass., and will be with Miss Alice
Church, was principal speaker and
Is a son of Mr. and Mrs. William B.
tractive home atop of Amesbury hill. Erskine. Beecli street, for the sum
remarks were made by O. V. Drew. A
Mennely of Lewiston, and Is a
After the supper tables were cleared, mer vacation.
piano solo was played by Mrs. Evelyn
graduate of Lewiston High School.
thc men adjourned for a heated bat
Hall and trombone solo by George
Mrs. William Parker of EasthampAttending the wteiidlng and re
tle of '63' while the women folks
Swears, accompanied by Mrs. Hall.
ception were Mr. and Mrs. Donald
discussed business and prepaied for ton. Mass. arrives next Sunday to be
Letters from absent members, Mrs
Spear, son Donald Jr, and daugh
the assembly sing which followed. In the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Bertha Raymond of Fruitland Park,
ters Joyce. Frances and Jean, Mr.
the Impromptu program Mrs. John Stoddard.
Fla., and Mrs. Hope Black Lewis of
and Mrs. Virgie Fowles, of Belfast;
Smith Lowe contributed a solo, Mr.
Ohio, were read.
Mrs. Elmer S. Bird and Mrs. C. F.
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Mennely,
and Mrs. Heistad duets, and the
A business meeting followed, after
Simmons were Monday visitors in
Universalist Quartet selections. Miss
Mrs. William B. Bennely and Miss
which dancing Was enjoyed ln
Portland.
Margaret G. Stahl and Mrs. L. A.
Marilyn Mennely. of Lewiston; Mr.
Memorial hall, with music by Thc
and Mrs. Fred Fernald. Mrs. Jennie
Walker alternated at the piano. A
Miss Carra McKnigljt who has
Fakers and The Yankee Clippers
Tuttle, Nelson Carr, Mr. and Mrs.
feature of the evening was a miscel been with her aunt, Miss Margaret
Orchestras.
Walter Spear, Mr. and Mrs. Leo
laneous shower given Mr. and Mrs. McKnight for six months, has re
Heistad, the piettily wrapped pack turned to her home in Caldwell,
Martell, Carl Spear, Misses Eleanor
ages being presented In a large gaily Kansas.
and Hilda Spear. Mrs. E. R. Spear, Robert YOUNG" Betty FURNESS
BMW
trimmed basket, following the read
Miss Grace Tuttle, and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond WALBURN • Thurston HALL
NOW PLACING
Bract CABOT
ing of a “32-llne sonnet" from the
Trenecr, of Rockland.
Misses Hester. Frances and Ruth
Baaed on Damon Runyon's Story
“UNDER TWO FLAGS"
facile pen of Mrs. Glover. Each gift Hatch had as guests for a wienie
with
TODAY
"Not married yet ”
was accompanied by an apt verse roast at the summer home of their
RONALD COLMAN,
“AND SUDDEN DEATH"
"No."
which was read aloud as the package aunt, Mrs. L. F. Chase, Chase Farm,
Modern seven room house
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
with
j “But I thought you had serious ln- RANDOLPH SCOTT,
was opened. Mr. Heistad expressed on Thursday, Miss Mina E. Tower
and garage. Cemented cel
s tentlons ln a certain direction."
appreciation of the shower and the and Miss Gertrude Ebbeson of EanFRANCES DRAKE
lar, hot water heat. Fine
“I had, but the evening I Intend
thought behind It in terms that gor.
lecation. Lot 63 x 80 feet
ed to propose to her she told me she
surely conveyed sincerity.
19 Franklin St. Rockland
loved Browning and Kipling and
Enroll now for summer instruction
' Shelley. Now what chance have I
Tel. 186-R, 64 Summer St.
Own a brand new washer, $1 down, ln all types of dancing. Ellse Allen
Phone 892
i with a girl who Is In love with three
$1 per week. McLoon Sales & Serv Corner School of the Dance, Rock
MAT 2. EVE 6:45 & 8:45
TEL. 409
CONT SAT. 2:15 to 10:45
' other fellows?”
land, Maine. Tel. 870,
75-tf
ice, Rockland,
78-79

1

To Those Who Appreciate Fine Foods!
BEGINNING FRIDAY, JULY 3

Mrs. Myra Watts and Mrs. Hazel Fissette
Will Serve

HOME COOKED FOODS
AND PREPARE CHOICE FOODS TO TAKE OUT

311 MAIN STREET—The Former Trainer’s Lunch
Restaurant Is Now Bring Kin.adclled and Renovated

78-79

SPECI AL 50 CENT DINNER FOR THE 4TH
SALMON AND GREEN PEAS, 50c
OTHER DINNERS AT 35c, SOc, 75c, $1.00

* * * *

BEACH FARM INN
JEEFERSON LAKE

78-79

TUES.-JUNE
Rockland Airport

FAMOUS? ■WE&TEW PTA

IN PERSON
fG HORSES
2 Herds' o? pertormingELEPHANTS
9Ae HANNEFORDS

-TCULYA BIG Ci^CU5

SHGNYS Xf.BP.M.
DOOR^ OPENU7pm.

NEW

25c

Children.

50c

PRICES Adults,

Buil t UpTo A Standard-Not DownToAPi'ice
j THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

53

VALUE EXTRAORDINARY!

fl

ROOM LOT WALL PAPER
85c
Enough quality paper to do a good sized room at
this price. Other patterns at equally
attractive prices
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

1HK CASE
AGAINST

THE TIME TO “SWAP”
Is any time you wish to trade what you have for some
thing you want.

The way to do it is by advertising

in the Classified Column of The Courier-Gazette.
Costs little.

Results, quick and satisfying.

Phone

770.

IT'S TIME TO THINK ABOUT

FOR SALE

PARK

WONDER
HORSE

FRISCO'S SEALS
GORGEOUS SPECTACLE

BANK NITE
$150.00

THREE
WISE
GUYS

WILL BE
CIRCUS
DAY IN

AWNINGS
Added comfort and attractiveness
to your home at very low cost.

Ask us for an estimate

Year Hound Local Service

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

Page EigEf

Every-Other-Day
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DOOM OF NEW DEAL

W. R. Pattangall Thus Sizes
Up the National Political

TEN HUMOROUS RL’I-ES

POULTRY SITUATION

A Million Jobs Lost
By Representative Clare E. Hoffman of Michigan

Situation
During the past few months the
New Deal party has apparently flour
ished like the green bay tree but in
spite of the show put on last week by
Mr. Farley and his associates at
Philadelphia things are beginning to
break badly for the apostles of the
fuller and more aounaant life. After
catering for three long years to the
most radical element in the country
it was the unkindest cut imaginable
for the followers of Father Coughlin
and Dr. Townsend to join with the
worshipers at the shrine of the late
Huey P. Long, on the eve of Presi
dent Roosevelt’s renomination, in
launching the Union Party, which,
under the leadership of Lemke and
O’Brien will cause the left wing of
the New Deal army to desert before
the first gun of the 1936 campaign is
fired.

Receipts Likely To Be Larger
Than Those Of Last Year
—Prices Decline

ELECTRIC
IRON .

JUNE ONLY
^MAINE
IMPAHY

Cor the Woman Who Would Look 10
Years Older Than She Is

THE HOME GARDEN
Timely

Information

For

Home

Gardeners Prepared By Mem
The Better Vision Institute offers
bers Of the Faculty Of the Uni
the following humorous rules for the I
versity Of Maine
woman (was ever one born?* who
wants to look ten years older than j
A slight decline in the level of
she really is! They were compiled by j Late planted carrots are better for
wholesale prices marks the present
an astute and observing male.
> storage than those which are planted
poultry situation according to tlie re
Don’t get too much sleep . _. four I early, says Richard M. Riley, asistan
port just issued by County Agent R
hours a night is plenty.
professor of horticulture. University
C. Wentworth. He quotes the Bureau |
If you are tired, use more make-up ] of Maine. They will be tender and
before going out.
of Agricultural Economics as saying:
Spend at least three hours a day sweet at harvest time while early
"The general level of wholesale
planted carrots will be overgrown
worrying over trivial matters.
prices at 114 percent of the pre-war
Don't have your eyes examined or and woody.
average in mid-May reached the low
i wear glasses as long as you can see a
Most gardeners make early plant
point for the current year and the
, house.
ings of carrots and beets between
lowest level since December 1934.
Keep on the go! How can you pos- May 15 and June 1st for use as soon
♦Industrial activity continued to
! slbly enjoy’ life while reading a book as they are large enough, and lt is
increase slightly in the past month
, or resting?
now time to make additional plant
if allowance is made for the seasonal I
If you are 30 years old. you can ings for winter storage.
declines which usually occur ln many
; look forty by dressing like a girl of 20
It is especially important to have
industries. The upward trend in out
Don't bother to protect your eyes the soil well prepared and in fine
put was particularly noticeable in th? :
on the beach or tennis court,
condition for this late planting. The
industries producing durable goods
i Toughen them up!
weather may be rather warm and
and in cotton textiles, but was part-,
i Believe your husband implicitly
perhaps dry, hence a good stand is
ly offset by curtailment In the pro- I
when he tells you that he doesn't
not likely to be secured without extra
duction of shoes, hosiery, rayon and
mind your being 10 pounds over
care being given to the seed bed.
woolen textiles
Railroad freight
weight.
Chantenay and Tendersweet have
traffic continued to increase more
Wear shoes that pinch.
been
recommended by Mrs. Iva M.
than seasonally and electric power
Avoid regularity of hours or meals
Burgess of the Maine Experiment
production, after seasonal adjust
Madeleine Carroll, favorite of the English stage and screen, makes her at all costs. Be modern. Live on Station as being especially desirable
ment. reached new high levels. Re
your nerves, and they will live off
American debut in "The Case Against Mrs. Ames.”
, varieties of carrots for storage. Oxtail trade continued to increase from
you.
heart is a short stumpy variety of
Miss Carroll ls co-starred with, ened by court action, with the loss
April to May instead of making the
Beautiful women, says the Insti ,
.
. .
.
.
...
„
good
quality but does not keep so
of
thelr
one
beloved
son.
Court
seusual seasonal decline and is at a George Brent, appearing as a beauti
tute. do not have tired eyes. Of ’ „
„
. . , . ___ __ ! well as some others.
qttences throw her into conflict with course, all
level somewhat higher than a year
women want to look young
ago While the nearness of the tlm? ful mother charged with the murder the wealth and influence of her hus in face and figure One of the best I Probably any of the common varlj eties of beets such as Crosby Egyp
for payment of the bonus has been of her socialite husband and threa’r band's mother—adv.
ways of doing this ls to give the eyes
tian, Early Wonder, Detroit Dark
an aid in stimulating retail sales
the proper care, scientifically and1
Red will keep reasonably well in
consumer Incomes are also somewhat 16 due to poorer pastures and im musical have been religiously stepping cosmetically.
storage if proper conditions are
the light fantastic in chorus forma
higher than a year ago. Incomes of proved prices for dairy products.
Most women know if their eyes are
industrial workers in April and May
Egg prices, now less than a yea: tions under Melville Burke's direc- fresh and appealing by the effect on , maintained. For long time storage,
were at the highest levels during the ag0 probably will be above those of torial baton in rehearsal, and in "Him!” But sometimes lines of ner- I the win:er keePlnB varlelle6 ot th«
recovery period ”
1935 by the end of summer.
! elude Eleanor Swett, Eileen Byron. vous fatigue and age creep in around long slender type such as Long
Receipts of eggs continue to exceed
Poultry prices, during the last half Anne Merrill. Margaret Page. Betty the eyes desplte the best of care an i;Season and Winter Keeper are best.
those of 1935 and are likely to until 0( 1936. may go below those of a year Jane Ro&s and Edna Steen.
the normal amount of sleep.
NOTICE TO MARINERS
The girls have also pranced and 1 eften times eye-strain is the cause,
mid-summer.
’ earlier.
Poultry receipts are beginning to j
____________
won the nod of approval before the 1 while nature never designed the eyes
Fox Islands Thcrofare- Babbidge
critical eye of Harry Archer, com- 1
the visual work required
increase over these of 1935 and probLAKEWOOD THEATRE
ably will continue to exceefl those of
-------aoser of the music of "Little Jessie modern living, they can perform all Island Ledges Buoy 2A. a red flrst
1935. in view of the larger hatch.
Lakewood now has a line of eye- James." who is In Lakewood to assist, the tasks demanded of them The class special nun. established June 26
Storage stocks of eggs are running filling chorus girls all her own. Local •n mounting his tinkling tune hit trouble comes when they are asked to in 43 feet, 2730 yards. 87 degrees from
work without enough light, or to Cbannel
Beacon
less than ln 1935 Beginning with Au- socialites have Joined up with the —adv
function without optical help which
p°ri‘»nd Harbor—Back Cove—Back
gust and September, storage stocks Lakewood Players for the presen.
they may need.
°°ve Uuoy 1 t0
changed to a
will be an important source of sup week, when the musical comedy
Candlelight
Is
fine
for
dinner
par!
®
rst
clxss
s
PCcial
type
can
with white
“
Little
Jessie
James
"
ls
the
attrac

ply. Poultry supplies will continue to
ties, but it ls no light for reading • refle-tor about July I, 1936.
diminish until midsummer when the tion. featuring Helen Lynd. Broad
West Penobscot Bay — Grandel
seasonal into-storage movement be way stage star, especially engaged for
newspapers or books.
Beautiful
the title role in the popular plaj
gins
women have fresh, untired eyes to Po;nt Bell Buoy 1A to be moved about
Feed stuff markets continued to with music.
see with and to enjoy life—Its color, July 8. 1936, into 35 feet. 433 yards.
263 degrees from Grlndel Point Light
The
young
ladies
who
cavort
ln
the
advance during the week ended June
animation and changing scene.

A million men thrown out of em ter. a revised report, more acceptable
ployment by one New Deal measure. to the Administration, was issued.
The above is not a charge made But tlie original report still exists.
, by someone who is disgruntled, by It contains this paragraph:
some political critic, by an anti-New
"A permanent drastic restriction in
Dealer, by a chronic faultfinder. It domestic cotton acreage would cause
is a statement of fact found in a serious problems of finding alterna
New Deal Government report.
tive opportunities for the labor and
A group of Government experts production resources normally used
were assigned to investigate the facts in cotton production. Rough ap
and to report on some of the results proximations indicate that 27 000 000
following the enactment of the acres in cotton harvested in the
A A.A. In September of 1935. their United States in 1934 utilized the
report was made. It was signed by services of almost 1.000.000 fewer
Secretary of Agriculture Wallace man-equivalents than were used dur
himself and put awaj- in the file. ing the five-year period 1928-1932
Evidently the Secretary did not read when an average of 40.550,000 acres
it. or, if he did. he recognized the ln cotton were harvested annually.”
danger and did what he could to bury
So here you have one New Deal
it securely, for Senators and Con measure, the operation of which took
gressmen asking for it were told that out of employment one million men
the original was "not available."
in this one industry.
A resolution in the Senate brought
With this record in this one Init to light and a Senator permitted dustry. are you wondering how many
Situation Gets Serious
to read the original, which was then men were thrown out of employment
And when at the same moment the returned to Mr Wallace's office. La- by all the New Deal activities?
right wing has made good its threat
to take a walk at the command of sied the carrying of 48 States. A
THE HEAVY MARCHES
Smith. Ely, Colby. Cohalan, Doug platform was adopted and accepted
las. Breckenridge. Peek and Warburg, by the President on the usual 103
A. J. See, Comparing Bands
the situation began to be ominous. It ■ per cent basis. It will be regarded
Of the Past and Those Of
these things keep on there will be as a sacred covenant with the people
the Present Misses 'Em
nothing left of the New Deal except up to sunset on election day. After
ing the few really loyal believers in | that it will be preserved for use on
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
its sincerity and usefulness.
some other occasion.
Looking back into the early years
Senator Copeland of New York is
of the gay 90’s and continuing
Return To Sanity
already to bell. Governor Brann re- I
through to the present generation I
moved himself from the ranks of the j Only 207 days, less than 30 weeks,
am in a good position to form an
hardly
seven
months
more
of
New
truly faithful by stating in a public
speech that "Maine believes in that j Deal government and then a return opinion of the band activities of the
great document of human rights, the, to sanity! And Ma.ne must lead the last 45 years at least. Do the average
Federal Constitution," risking the way in September. Forty thousand | country and small city bands of today
future oi Quoddy by his exhibition of anti-New Deal majority in this 8tate compare in snap. vim. pep and vigor
rcbell.ous courage.
Others of the i w'ill scotch the snake. The results of with those of 40 years ago. In my
the recent Primary were not entire-I humble option. based on experience,
same type will hasten to leave the |
Most emphatically so.
ship as scon as they realize that it ly satisfactory, but what of it? Thejl5*? ’no
Even in bands of Knox County I
issues
are
too
important
to
give
much
I
ls sinking The New Deal has seen
I see a marked difference. Many of my
its best day. or. from the viewpoint attention to candidates.
age well remember when Charles
The
worst
anti-New
Dealer
is
more
of a somewhat large and rapidly in
i Veazie's Rockland Band and R. G
to
be
desired
in
public
office
at
the
creasing number of voters, its worst
present time than the best New Deal- Ingraham's Rockland Band marched
day.
through Rockland's Main street play
The spirit cf defeatism which has ed. Personal disappointments, pri
ing such marches as "Red Men's" a
pervaded the counsels of its oppon vate feuds, sectional differences must
heat?
trombone and bass section
ents is disappearing very rapidly wait until after election. The op
march by the .ate R. B. Hall and
ponents
of
Rocseveltism
must
declare
thanks to the act.on of such divergent
Salute To Buriington ' by Georg? D
groups as the ultra radicals, of both a moratorium on disagreements for Sherman. These marches were heavy
the
next
five
months
and
most
espe

partita, conservative Democrats ana
and bands of that day ceriainly were
regular Republicans. The chances cially. the next three. The objective
not
afraid of marches ’hit had r»a’
arc now gcod that after Jan. 20. 1937,> is victory this fall. After that there work In them. At that I'tn: the
are
two
years
in
which
to
settle
pri

Mr. Farley will no longer speak to
granite paving on Main st<tet haa to
the American public with the voice of vate grudges.
> be frequently renewed and the static
The
New
Deal
has
been
a
curse
to
one having authority and Messrs
roof on both sides of this 'treet need
Wallace. Tugwell and Hopkins will Maine and to the country. Four ed continual attention and repair due
return to private life. President years more cf irresponsible govern to tho volume of music—I mean this
Roosevelt will occupy his leisure time ment in Washington, imitated on a —for it was music and I truly believe
in writing his autobiography, one in smaller scale at Augusta, will end in that when the witch of th? instru
teresting chapter of which might bankruptcy and repudiation or infla ments was changed from tngh to the
well be, "When I Was King." and the tion, and inflation is a combination present low or internat'otta! pitch
het dog boys will go back to their of bankruptcy and repudiation. If that the bands and the public suf-|
Maine is let alone our people will
studies at Columbia and Harvard.
I fered a loss. Perhaps effs?’ jy sav- j
All along the line the signs are work out of the mess we are now in. ing ir. paving and roofs
We
have
tried
borrowing
our
way
out
cheering. The recent Republican
Lke many other players, at.e to
State convention in Massachusetts, and begging our way out and have I play fair grades of music, I enjuy
both by the nominees selected and discovered that neither can be done. I playing marches liberally Jutnbiifd
the spirit shown, indicated the un The way out is by the straight and I among the other numbers, but st L
likelihood of James Michael Curley narrow path of industry, economy like the “heavy" ones best. These
achieving his ambition to occupy, in and honesty. We must get back on L'.c.ude the Sousa marches, "special!,
the United States Senate, the seat that road. Our fathers followed it hls earlier ones like the Hbd’atcr.
once honored by Daniel Webster, and created a great State and a Crusader and National Fenc.bles
later by Charles Sumner and, in a great Nation. They paid their bills Also in late years some fine particu
still more recent period by George and at the same time retained their larly heavy marches written bv RusFrisbee Hoar. Maine may even hope scW'fespcct and liberty What they
cell Alexander have com? to my
for the defeat of our great absentee did. we can do, but we can only do notice. Memphis the Majest o. Salute
Governor in his quest to place his it as they did.
to Seattle. Olympia Hippodront ■ ar.d
Spending money for boondoggling
name on the roll of statesmen in
Burr's Triumphal are some of these
company with those of Evans, Fes is like sliding doown hill. It is rea! Probably the boys are playing Just as 1
fun and easy going. But hauling the
senden. Hamlin and Blaine.
well as ever now. Perhaps better
It surely looks as though the day sled back is not so easy. It can be than In the old days, but they cer
jf bluff and bluster and brag was done and will be done if the New tainly do not bear on the parade
passing and that the creators of a Deal will get out ot the way and it work. The paving shows no sign of
new world might be permitted to en is going to do so. It is on its way out. wear as in the past. Ask "Buck"
gage in some line of private business Let’s help it on its way.
Orbeton. Mournfully.
—By William R. Pattangall In the
animated by profit motive to the ex
A. Jay See.
tent. at least, of earning thelr own Sunday Telegram.
Union. June 24
living.
FOODS BETTER UNDERSTOOD
WE BUY
There was a tremendous attempt to
impress the public through the me Dressed Hogs, Beef, Lamb and Veal.
dium of the Philadelphia convention. We sugar cure and smoke your hams, And People Are Healthier Than Ever
Before Says John E. Cain
Ball games, parades, keynote speeches, shoulders and bacon.
band- boxing matches, all were used
C. II. RICE COMPANY
"Of all the notable changes in our j
ln arousing the enthusiasms of those j Tillson Avenue,
Rockland, Me.
national
life during the last two
71-82
who attended it. Mr. Farley prophe
decades, one of the most Important

'TOhJftRDS ANY

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Is the new and better understanding
of foods." said John E. Cain on the
eve of the 20th anniversary of the 1
John E. Cain Company.” That this
is a nation of people healthier than |
ever before, is unquestionably due ln ,
large part to the widespread know- 1
ledge of food values and the new I
food habits which have developed
from that knowledge. Salads, which
20 years ago were almost unknown
ln many homes, are today on every
table because housewives have rec
ognized the food value, the economy,
and the tastiness of the many salads.
"The part the tastiness plays in
making food really valuable to the
body has long been known to the
food experts. Most women today
know that palatable food is more
easily digestible than unpalatable
food.”
For 20 years the John E. Cain
Company has devoted itself to pro
viding tasty food specialties, Mastermixt Mayonnaise. Salad Dressing.
Sandwich Spread, in all. 12 food
appetizers bear the Cain label.
During the four weeks of the Caln
20th anniversary celebration, which
extends from June 29 to July 25. the
local grocers and food shops will
give special display to the various
Cain food specialties, which give
tastiness and zest to any meal, which
71-78 nlake good food taste better, —adv.

"AMERICAN" PARTY CANDIDATES RE-NOMINATED

BY A HUGE MAJOR!

^WO CONVENTIONS

are over. Two great parties have

indicated their choice. But there’s still another great
party—the “American” Party. Its candidates—Amoco-Gas

and Orange American Gas—have been overwhelmingly
re-nominated by the million and more voting motorists who

support the “American” Platform of Service and Savings.
They’re re-nominated on a platform where the promise

is always performed. Amoco-Gas was the original candi

date in the special motor fuel field 21 years ago —has

a:.ways been returned to office, and is again the people’s

choice. It costs a bit more by the gallon—but less by the mile.
On the “regular” ticket, there’s Orange American Gas—

the best buy at regular gas price. A 100% clean-burning
regular gasoline with a pure petroleum base, Orange American
Gas gets action with new action for its followers everywhere.

Already thousands and thousands of new voters are
flocking to the “American” Party. Why not you? Join the

“American” Party and vote at The Sign of Greater Values.

From Maine to Florida-Stop at The Sign ot Greater Values!

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
Also maker of Amoco Motor Lubricants
QAmerican Oil Co.

1

